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ABSTRACT 

Author: Laura Zhang 

 

Title: A Surrealist Homecoming: An Investigation of Corporeal Metamorphosis in Leonora 

Carrington’s Down Below 

 

Supervising Professors: Dr. Alexandra Wettlaufer, Dr. Hervé Picherit 

 

During the 1920s, war, political flux, and social revolution ravaged Western Europe as 

xenophobic and violent rhetoric fueled political ambitions. Starting with the 1924 Surrealist 

Manifesto written by French author André Breton, surrealism championed anti-colonialism and 

anti-colorism while elevating madness as transcendent moments of creative innovation. In the 

subtle transition from the “sex object” to the “surrealist object,” women were idealized as the 

femme-enfant (i.e., the irrational and innocent “woman-child”). Down Below takes place in this 

context. In this 70-page memoir, surrealist artist Leonora Carrington details her experiences in a 

Spanish asylum in 1940. In my thesis, I will explore the three types of corporeal transformation 

the narrator undergoes in the memoir: bestial, material, and spiritual. By drawing on the perverse 

and inextricable link between the body and mind, Carrington tactfully reclaims women’s 

significance in the universal amphitheater while tackling larger themes such as political violence, 

mental illness, and the gendered unconsciousness.  
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Introduction 

Surrealism 

During the interwar period, Western Europe existed in a fiercely chaotic and 

revolutionary epoch, one in which some of the largest brushstrokes of historical turbulence left 

their indelible marks. From 1936 to 1939 in Spain, a civil war broke out when the Nationalist 

Spanish army led by General Francisco Franco rose up against the democratically elected 

Republican government1. Franco’s eventual victory marked the beginning of an almost forty-

year dictatorship. Adopting the title of “El Caudillo” (The Leader), Franco repressed the culture 

and language of Spain’s Basque and Catalan regions, persecuted political opponents, and 

constricted the media and any art he considered degenerate or dangerous (History.com). 

Simultaneously, millions of lives were being slaughtered in systematic state-sanctioned killings. 

Between 1933 and 1945, Nazi Germany and its allies constructed more than 40,000 

concentration camps (“Nazi Camps”). Many prisoners in the early camps were German 

Communists, Socialists, Social Democrats, gypsies, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and homosexuals. 

Following the German invasion of Poland in September 1939, forced-labor camps had such 

terrible conditions that prisoners often would die from exhaustion, starvation, and exposure 

(“Nazi Camps”).  

Against these political backdrops, avant-garde art movements emerged, including 

Surrealism. Surrealism consisted of artists who rejected the traditional bourgeois values, such as 

reason, that had supposedly accounted for “the wholesale destruction of life and property” 

                                                 
1 See “The Spanish Civil War” for more information on the Civil War.   
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(“Surrealism”). Officially starting with the 1924 First Surrealist Manifesto2 written by French 

poet André Breton, the movement sought to overthrow the oppressive modern authority of 

rational thought and Enlightenment ideals by liberating the unconscious mind (“MoMA”). In the 

Manifesto, Breton writes, “I believe in the future resolution of these two states – outwardly so 

contradictory – which are dream and reality, into a sort of absolute reality, a surreality so to 

speak” (Breton 2). This “surreality” promoted the idea that creativity that came from deep within 

a person’s subconscious could be “more powerful and authentic than any product of conscious 

thought” (Breton 2). In order to reach this unconstrained state, surrealists investigated various 

avenues, including the practices of Austrian psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud and automatic 

writing3 (Esman 180). 

Surrealists also supported anti-colonial and anti-colorist sentiments4. Ironically – yet 

perhaps unsurprisingly – they still glorified antiquated ideals about female sexuality and 

women’s madness. In contemporary Western art, the female body is frequently portrayed as a 

means to achieve transcendence and liberation from the confines of realism and morality 

(Orenstein 4). Within these paradigms, women, both in life and art, fulfill traditionally 

                                                 
2 Breton himself lost one of his closest friends Jacques Vaché in 1919. Vaché, whom Breton ascribes the spirit of surrealism to, 

met Breton in an army hospital. Vaché was drafted to the military, but possessed an unorthodox rebellion to the violence and 

everything he had to fight for. When he committed suicide, Breton was so heavily disturbed that he was inspired by Vaché to 
found the surrealist movement (Shakespeare). 

3 The process of automatic writing constituted expression without stopping to structure or filter thoughts. Asserting a parallel 

with science, as Breton was fond of doing, was a way of implying that surrealism was dedicated to finding practical solutions to 

vital problems of human existence. Similar to the ethics of scientific inquiry at that time, Automatism consisted of investigative 

procedures that governed experimentation but did not predetermine outcomes (“MoMA”).  

4 The criticism of Reason remains a motif throughout the rest of surrealism, despite the various ways artists break of into different 

factions, philosophies, and art medium. Because the movement originated from challenging social and cultural constructions, 

they also argued that representations of race and culture were not innately embedded, but rather arbitrary practices that upheld 

social hierarchy and as a result, a certain state of complacency. In an exhibit called “La Verite,” which directly responded to the 

1931 International Colonial Exposition in Paris, surrealists juxtaposed European cultural objects with art indigenous to colonized 

countries to undermine common assumptions about white superiority. Although surrealists declared themselves “men without 

color,” the realistic truth of their movement was that white men dominated. These men were unable to dissociate from their racial 

privilege because “they [were] simultaneously in the margins and at the centre of European society” (Mileaf).   
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“feminine” roles such as the servants, helpers, virgins, angels, erotic objects, or the men’s 

salvation (Orenstein 3). In The Second Sex5, Simone de Beauvoir observes that for surrealists, 

women did not represent the conventional “sex object” but rather the more unconventional 

“surrealist object” (Orenstein 3). Women played an integral role as the muse, often as the 

“femme-enfant,” or woman-child. A term coined by Breton, the femme-enfant describes the 

surrealists’ ideal woman: physically beautiful and youthful, but also immature and incomplete 

without a man (Orenstein 5). She holds a reservoir of irrationality and ignorant beauty, offering a 

foil to the masculine concept of rationality (Hertz 98). At Surrealism’s incipience, few women 

were included into the inner circle6. Several scholars, including Mary Ann Caws, have 

commented on the paradoxical philosophy of surrealism as one that frees the men in charge but 

further subjugates the woman (Caws). As Caws argues, the male surrealist fears emasculation 

and the “dissolution of his ego,” so he fetishizes and deforms her. Illustrated in the decapitation 

and distortion of figures in surrealist works7, the manipulation of the female form gives way to 

sexual-visual politics. Frequently, the female’s body is visually and physically incomplete, 

signifying the woman’s consequent subordination in the movement. Though surrealists believed 

                                                 
5 In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir says of surrealists’ perception of women: “This unique woman, at once carnal and 

artificial, natural and human, casts the same spell as the equivocal objects dear to the Surrealists: she is the spoon-shoe, the table-

wolf, the marble-sugar that the poet finds at the flea market or invents in a dream; she shares in the secret of familiar objects 

suddenly revealed in their true nature, and in the secret of plants and stones: she is all things” (Orenstein 34).  

6 In a meeting regarding the nature of sexuality, and specifically female sexuality, artist Louis Aragon was the only member of 

the all-male group to question the dynamics of discussing female sexuality without any women present (Hertz). His concerns 

were not taken seriously.  

7 Take for example, Salvador Dali’s The Great Masturbator. Dali, a critically acclaimed Spanish surrealist artist who experienced 

various intra-movement controversies, often conveyed sexual themes in his works by identifying with Sigmund Freud’s 

psychotherapy and sexual repression themes. The 1929 painting The Great Masturbator depicts his real-life lover Gala Eluard as 

his savior. According to art historian Whitney Chadwick, Gala represents an objected duality, as both the stimulator of 

unrestrained delusional process and the bridge between the conscious and unconscious. Although sexual liberation occurs 

fruitfully in many of his works, they arise as a consequence of sexual subjugation and not sought-after equality. For Dali, Gala 

represents a youthful muse for him, not an independent character deserving of her own needs. Often, the fragmentation of the 

woman’s form manifests as the male artist’s desire to immobilize her by rendering her physically segmented (Chadwick 37). 
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they were nearing sexual liberation, in reality their perfect woman served as a disposable tool of 

mental liberation, rather than “a contemporary who deserved equal rights” (Hertz). 

Breton also evokes the woman as a “femme” trope, a stand-in for the marvelous. In 

Breton’s 1928 novel Nadja, he proclaims love for Nadja, a mentally-ill woman unable to 

“distinguish between illusion and behavior, obsessive behavior, and dark eccentricity” (Orenstein 

49). As the story progresses, Nadja experiences “growing madness,” the insanity that male 

surrealists lionized. Nadja becomes a source of magic and wonder that galvanizes Breton, but the 

mindset exists as mercurial as his loyalty to her (Hertz 93). Nadja – or any version of this 

femme-folle8 – is the answer to his surrealist prayers. However, when Nadja is committed to the 

asylum, Breton’s fascination expires, eventually abandoning her “in order for the heroic project 

to succeed” (Lusty 340). Erich Hertz explains that Breton views Nadja more as a tool of true 

rather than a human in herself; as Breton analyzes the femme-folle, or “mad woman,” he 

celebrates the anticipation of “the marvelous in the most seemingly mundane daily moments” 

(Hertz 90). So then, the question becomes: how did women surrealists establish their own 

creative influence? How did they fight to redefine – and reclaim – their own narrative? 

Leonora Carrington and Down Below 

Born in England in 1917, Leonora Carrington grew up in a countryside estate surrounded 

by animals. Her maternal side, who was Irish Catholic, was “easygoing and interested in magic 

and folklore” (Carrington xvi). This part of her genealogy sparked her interest in art inspired by 

Celtic mythology. Her father worked as a textile tycoon, but Carrington’s own tempestuous 

relationship with her dad influenced her later struggles with patriarchal control (Carrington xv). 

Despite her father’s disdain for art, Carrington immersed herself in the surrealist movement. In 

                                                 
8 In a footnote, Breton himself admits Nadja could be exchangeable with another woman (Breton 179). 
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her early twenties, she lived out her own surrealist narrative as she moved in with Max Ernst, a 

highly influential artist who was roughly twenty-seven years her senior. After settling in southern 

France with him, Carrington “discovered a new way of living; [Ernst] could turn everything into 

play” (Carrington xxv). When Nazis arrested him in 1940 for the second time, Carrington spirals 

into physical, mental, and spiritual instability. This is where the plot of Down Below begins.  

After Ernst’s arrest, Carrington flees to Spain, where she experiences paralyzing anxiety 

and delusions. Eventually, she is detained in an asylum in Santander. As “an unsparing account 

of the experience of being insane,” Carrington’s novel depicts the “cruel, scientific therapies that 

induced states of personal annihilation” (Carrington xxiii). She illustrates the experiences she 

remembers, including institutional therapies, sexual assault, hallucinatory drugs such as 

Cardiazol and Luminal, and unsanitary conditions, by “[using] alchemical imagery…to establish 

more profound connections between individual perception and cosmic unity” (Chadwick 39). 

Although Carrington’s status as a Surrealist automatically makes readers doubt their ability to 

discern which details are meant to “jolt them out of bourgeoisie complacency” and which are 

honest recollections of psychological trauma9, the majority of scholars and critics refer to Down 

Below as a memoir10 (Hoff 87). It is important to note that this thesis does not analyze the 

historical integrity of the events Carrington experienced; everything Carrington wrote will be 

analyzed without doubting its perceived reality. I propose categorizing Down Below as a 

                                                 
9 Renee Riese Hubert suggests in her 1994 book Magnifying Mirrors that “…we hardly need to know the actual strength of the 

medication Carrington was given or whether the author was really ‘forced to lie in her excrement’” (Hoff 87). However, Alice 

Grambell in Women Intellectuals, Modernism, and Difference directly addresses Hubert’s implication that Down Below contains 

unverifiable details: “I think it matters that we accept…[its] factual accuracy…along with the complex interpretive demands that 

the assurance makes on the reader” (Hoff 87). 

10 See Ann Hoff’s essay “I was Convulsed, Pitiably Hideous”: Convulsive Shock Treatment in Leonora Carrington’s Down 

Below for deeper analysis into the historical psychiatric accounts of drugs such as Luminal and Cardiazol on the human body. 
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surrealist memoir11, one that does not follow a chronological recounting of Carrington’s 

experiences, but rather is crafted through her “self-reflexiveness as a Surrealist artist” (Hertz 91).  

According to Carrington’s own account, Down Below was written with Breton’s prodding. 

Breton began to see Carrington as a new Nadja, the femme-folle who could teach Breton about 

the marvelous through her own experience12 (Hertz 97). Still, as Katharine Conley observes in 

Automatic Woman, Down Below exists “in conversation” with Breton’s work through a narrative 

of authentic Surrealism (Hertz 92). In Subversive Intent, Susan Suleiman explains that “Down 

Below is kind of like Nadja, but told from the point of view of the madwoman, not the observer” 

(Suleiman 172). Rather than reinforcing Breton’s oversimplified and aesthetic description of the 

feminine trope, this surrealist memoir “evokes a confrontation between the Surrealist aesthetic 

that Breton sets up through symbols of the feminine and Carrington’s insertion of the body into 

aesthetic experience as a gesture against mere symbol” (Hertz 92). By drawing on religious, 

satirical, and unconventional means of description, Carrington forces us, the readers, to grapple 

with the constant dynamic nature of our internal realities. 

The Corpus 

Coined in Latin in the late 14th century, the word “corpus” has been used to describe 

“matter of any kind” or a literal “body” (“Corpus (n.).”). Carrington’s surrealist memoir Down 

Below13 exists as a corpus in itself, a tangible manifestation of her thoughts and experiences 

                                                 
11 According to the Purdue Online Writing Lab, a personal memoir is defined as a discussion on “striking or life-changing 

events” as they try to “make sense of an individual life” (“Welcome”). 

12 When Breton compiled Anthologie de l’humouir noir at the end of the 1930s, Surrealism faced criticism as “apolitical and 

ahistorical” However, Breton’s Anthologie sought to revive Surrealism’s relevance. In order to do so, he reached forward to 

younger artists, including Carrington, to secure a future for the movement (Hertz 89). Carrington is only one of two women to be 

included in this large selection of artists, and Breton mostly does it due to her gender. To Breton, Carrington’s best-selling feature 

is her youth and her beauty (Hertz 94).  

13 After recounting her experience, Carrington’s first attempt in English was rejected by publishers. She rewrote the novel in 

French13 and recounted it to a friend, “surrealist surgeon and psychoanalyst Pierre Mabille,” who got the piece published in 
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meant to be consumed and digested by its readers. Although Carrington utilizes this corpus as a 

means to tell her story, she presents a character that remains separate from her personal identity. 

For the purposes of this thesis, the character in Down Below will be referred to as the “narrator” 

or “Leonora” to maintain the distinction between Leonora the character14 and Leonora 

Carrington the person. In Down Below, the narrator references various corporeal metamorphoses: 

ranging from political bodies in Western Europe during the rise of fascism to her own physical 

changes. As a result, the two evolutions mirror each other. For Leonora, the mechanization, 

dehumanization, and capricious shifts of her corpus maintain her philosophy that “having a 

healthy body [avoids] disaster in the liberation of the mind” (3). In doing so, Leonora believes 

that her personal sacrifice holds an inextricable relationship with the greater political body.  

Inundated with religious and bestial imagery, Down Below presents the narrator’s 

corporeal metamorphosis as inevitable and imperative for the world around her to recover15. 

Leonora dissects the three parts of a human throughout the memoir. Accordingly, this paper will 

address each of those three components in their own chapters. The first chapter will touch on the 

bestial, representing the most primal and carnal of human instincts. The Material chapter will 

analyze the ways Leonora encounters the collision of nature and the artificial. The third stage of 

human growth for Leonora is spiritual transformation, her relation to the greater political and 

                                                                                                                                                             
English in 1943 (Lusty 343). Carrington addresses Mabille in the incipience of the novel, chronicling the events of the narrative 

while they lived in an abandoned Russian Embassy in Mexico City, where many Western Europe artists fled to while Europe 

erupted into political flames. In February 1944, Carrington’s story also appeared in VVV, an interdisciplinary New York surrealist 

journal focused on securing surrealism’s future after the majority of its artists tumultuously fled France.  

14 “To my utter surprise someone…yelled at me from the first story: ‘Leonora! Leonora!’” (Carrington 25). 

15 “I believed that I was being put through purifying tortures so that I might attain Absolute Knowledge…I thought they were 

Jewish; I thought that I, a Celtic and Saxon Aryan, was undergoing my sufferings to avenge the José for the persecutions they 

were being subjected to” (Carrington 45).  
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celestial environment. These three components rely on a symbiotic relationship critical to 

Leonora’s ability to save not only the world around her, but also, herself.  
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Chapter 1: Bestial 

 In Carrington’s works prior to her incarceration in the psychiatric hospital, a connection 

between woman and beast dominates her pieces, suggesting her rebellion against society 

(Helland 54). For example, in her 1936 short story “The Debutante,” the protagonist asks her 

only friend, a hyena from the local zoo, to replace her at the debutant ball. After devouring the 

entire body of the girl’s maid in order to create a disguise, the creature is discovered at the lavish 

party. In one final rebellious act, the beast destroys the maid’s face. In Carrington’s works, the 

hyena16 represents a vehement antagonism towards stringent traditions (Helland 54). In the days 

leading up to her incarceration in Down Below, Leonora, as a “well, brought-up young 

Englishwoman,” struggles to embrace her own internal bestiality and bodily transformation 

(Carrington 10). This chapter will explore Leonora’s collision of mechanization with a desire to 

be intimate with nature.   

“Jammed” 

When “Max was taken away to a concentration camp for the second time,” Leonora flees 

the idyllic French home she lived in with Ernst and escapes to Spain (4). When her friend 

Catherine finally convinces Leonora to leave for Spain, Leonora accepts the trip because she is 

afraid not of bodily harm, but rather of the “thought of robots, of thoughtless, fleshless beings” 

(6). That is, Leonora is terrified of interacting with beings without conviction, the human essence 

of passion and volatility and morals. When Leonora and her friends Catherine and Michel flee, 

                                                 
16 The hyena’s transformation does not last, perhaps because its bestiality is too pronounced. However, the elements of 

adolescent rebellion are there, and the hyena of the story rejects the posh, upper-class society and instead opts to escape. “The 

Debutante” also reflects Carrington’s wily and satirical portrayal of black humor that supplements the human-animal 

transformation (Levitt 66).  
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they are in the car “twenty km beyond Saint Martin” when the Fiat stops because “the brakes had 

jammed17”:   

…I, too, was jammed within, by forces foreign to my conscious will, which were also 

paralyzing the mechanism of the car. This was the first stage of my identification with the 

external world. I was the car. The car had jammed on account of me, because I, too, was 

jammed between Saint-Martin and Spain. I was horrified by my own power. (7)  

Leonora mentions that the car suddenly stopped due to a “foreign force,” paralleling the “forces 

foreign to my conscious will” that incites her own internal inertia (7). This observation 

symbolizes the beginning of the narrator’s loss of control over her consciousness; exogenous 

agents begin to invade her autonomous sphere of thought. Her detention in the asylum will only 

continue to exacerbate this phenomenon. These forces then “paralyze the mechanism of the car” 

(7). The use of “paralyze” reinforces the use of her word “jammed.” Although “paralyze” also 

means “partly or wholly incapable of movement,” it holds a more bodily connotation while 

“jammed” refers to mechanical behaviors18 (“Paralyzed”). When Leonora explains that the car 

jammed due to her, she explicitly declares her admission of personal liability and relationship 

with its immobility. The absorption of responsibility creates an inextricable tie between her own 

well-being and the world around her. But why is the narrator jammed? After all, Spain 

“represented Discovery” (6). Is she emotionally reluctant to leave France, or the home she had 

with Max in southern France? After all, the narrator explains that “I still felt bound to Max,” 

                                                 
17 According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the intransitive form of the word “jammed” means “to become fixed, wedged, or 

held immovably; to stick fast.” Mechanistically, it means to “push or thrust violently on or against something” ("jam, v.1."). 

18 During the interwar period, surrealists – and many insurrectionary groups – argued that mechanization and industrialization 

had caused a habit of dehumanization, one that can be seen in World War I and subsequent wars (“MoMA”).  
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even though taking Max’s passport with her “became an entity, as if I was taking Max with me” 

(6).  

Later on, Leonora specifically – and repeatedly – describes the car’s model: the Fiat19. 

The Fiat itself appeared in 1899, at the dawn of Italian industrialization. In 1922, the largest Fiat 

factory in Europe was completed, another token of rapid technological advances. Quickly, the 

Fiat developed into the symbol of the automotive industry, and by the time World War I arrived, 

Fiat began “[devoting] itself to supplying the Allied Forces with weapons, aircraft and vehicles” 

(“Fiat History”). When the Great War ended, workers of the Italian Socialist Party controlled the 

company and prepared for globalization. However, fascist ruler Benito Mussolini’s rise to power 

in 1922 forced Fiat to abandon many of its plans targeted at garnering a greater international 

presence. Under Mussolini’s dictatorship, the company concentrated on producing the needed 

equipment for the domestic market. Leonora may have implicated herself as the Fiat because she 

identifies its personal history with hers. Although the Fiat itself held great potential during the 

interwar period, as Fascism rose into power, it had to give up its plans in order to appease the 

greater regime. As a symbol of Communist power, this model not only represented popular 

political leanings of surrealists (including Breton), but also the limitations caused by the 

impending World War II that forced a temporary pause on individual entrepreneurship (“Fiat”). 

When Leonora reaches Andorra with Catherine and Michel, she notes that she “could not 

walk straight. I walked like a crab: I had lost control over my motions: an attempt at climbing 

stairs would again bring about a ‘jam’” (9). Leonora’s first steps in this new country remain 

imbalanced. By leaving France, she also leaves the physical reminder of her past life with Max 

(i.e., the home she lived in with him and their way of life). The imbalance reflects the narrator’s 

                                                 
19 “By day, we tried to walk about on the mountainside, but no sooner would I attempt to ascend the slightest slope than I would 

jam like Catherine’s Fiat…my anguish jammed me completely” (9). 
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loss of control over her motions, a foreshadowing of her mental and physical resurrection in the 

asylum that forces her to fight for her autonomy. Once again, Leonora anticipates being 

“jammed.”  

Sandwiched between France and Spain, Andorra existed as an independent state that 

persisted relatively uninvolved during World War II (“Fiat”). In the context of Leonora’s 

development, Andorra emerges as a limbo between her past, present and imminent future 

(Helland 50). In Andorra, Leonora feels a discomfort as she tries to execute basic physical 

capabilities she has taken for granted, such as walking. Similar to how the “first steps on a 

tightrope must mean to an acrobat,” Leonora takes her first steps as almost a rebirth, a clumsy 

beginning in a new environment (9). The decision to pick an “acrobat” to compare her relearning 

of rudimentary functions to suggests an element of performance. For an acrobat, no matter how 

experienced, the first couple of steps she takes requires getting accustomed to the wire and 

overcoming the initial fear of an unstable foundation. In an extended use, “acrobat” is used to 

describe “an animal which climbs or perches nimbly,” alluding to bestial image (“acrobat, n.”). 

The addition of the tightrope adds another dimension of instability: the air. Perhaps she feels the 

foundation beneath her slipping, as well as a heightened anxiety. Even something as previously 

simple as walking becomes a challenge for her physical and mental acuity.  

At night, Leonora’s “exasperated nerves imitated the noise of the river, which flowed 

tirelessly over some rocks: hypnotizing [and] monotonous” (9). Her “exasperated nerves” 

underscore the personal instability she depicts earlier with references to walking like a crab, 

being jammed like a car, and walking her first steps like an acrobat. The noise of a river is 

calming and soothing, but often can be quite deafening and overwhelming. This is also the first 

time the narrator describes the noise as “hypnotizing,” an allusion to her persistent fear 
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throughout the memoir of “thoughtless, fleshless beings” (9). In 1869, hypnosis meant “the 

coming on of sleep,” coined from “hypno” meaning “sleep” and osis meaning “condition.” 

However, the distinction was not sustained. By 1880, hypnosis started meaning the use of 

artificially induced conditions (“Hypnosis (n.)”). Hypnotizing suggests an element of 

complacency and a deep trance20, which, when extrapolated, the narrator may use to foreshadow 

the world around her. The globe – even nature itself – has become entranced by the rhetoric of 

leaders, which has led to violent social stratification21. For example, when she arrives in Madrid, 

Leonora mentions sitting at a café watching the people of Madrid pass by when she realizes 

“they were being manipulated by [Van Ghent’s] eyes” (13). The “monotonous” may also refer to 

the “fleshless, thoughtless human beings” (4). The inability to think for herself, to lose the 

autonomy to act on her own volition, develops into her worst fear, one that does eventually come 

true. 

Eventually, the narrator begins adapting to her environment in Andorra, even forming a 

“pact with the mountain” (10). The pact consists of her ability to move easily in the “most 

forbidding of places” through an “agreement with the animals: horses, goats, birds” (10). When 

Leonora notes the “most forbidding of places,” she foreshadows the asylum she later will be 

admitted to, a place where she remained in “terrible anguish,” became “convulsed, pitiably 

hideous,” and “tasted despair” (41). After getting used to the mountain, the narrator notes she 

“climbs vertical walls as easily as any goat…It is obvious that [this] must have taken on a 

strange and crazy aspect: a well brought-up young Englishwoman jumping from one rock to 

                                                 
20 See 1892 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 27 Aug. 459; the stages of hypnosis attained varied from a slight degree of drowsiness to deep trance 

(“Hypnosis (n.)”). 

21 The earliest definition of hypnosis came from Braid, who coined hypnosis as a “peculiar condition of the nervous system, 

induced by a fixed and abstracted attention of the mental and visual eye, on one (“Hypnosis (n.)”). 
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another…this was wont to raise immediate suspicions as to my mental balance” (10). Besides 

being well-suited for climbing mountains, the goat itself has held religious symbolism as existing 

as a vessel for sin (Lusty 340). This foreshadows an encounter with something sinister, which 

Leonora does eventually come into contact with when she meets Van Ghent, her “persecuting 

father and Hitler’s accomplice” (Lusty 347). The goat is also one of the earliest animals 

domesticated by humans, perhaps also referring to Leonora’s imminent domestication by other 

humans.  

Horses: Friend and Freedom 

The narrator’s alliance with the mountain reinforces a tension between nature and the 

technological innovations meant to serve military needs, such as the radar, the jet engine, 

helicopters and electronic computers (“The 1940s Science and Technology”). Leonora’s bond 

with the mountain also illuminates the narrator’s increasing alienation to humans. Even though 

people exist as social creatures, Leonora’s own metamorphosis progresses as a solitary odyssey. 

She explicitly draws distinctions between her and the “humans,” particularly when she mentions 

that she was “exchanging caresses with [a herd of horses] when the arrival of Catherine and 

Michel caused them to scamper away” (10). Leonora implicitly identifies as one of the horses 

because she is not petting them, but rather “exchanging caresses,” suggesting a mutual share of 

affection (10). This is also the first time Leonora identifies herself as an animal that exists not in 

isolation, such as the crab or the goat, but rather in a communal “herd of horses.” Throughout 

Carrington’s works, she identifies herself closely as horses22 because she could “imagine herself, 

like them, being used as a vehicle” (Crawford).  

                                                 
22 In many of Carrington’s works, scholars believe the horse stands for the imaginative potential of a woman or girl, one that 

many of the antagonists in her stories attempt to control (Crawford).  
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For Carrington herself, animals “[replaced] male Surrealists’ reliance on the image of the 

woman as the mediating link between man and the Marvellous” (Chadwick 39). Throughout 

Western literature, horses symbolize friend and freedom, a common theme throughout 

Carrington’s life as she struggled between “female rebellion and patriarchal repression” (Fox). 

As art historian and professor Janice Helland notes, there is “no doubt” that the horse is a symbol 

for rebellion against a patriarchal male figure (Helland 55). However, equally important is the 

observation that Carrington utilizes the guide of a male in order to liberate herself from the bonds 

of another male. When she ran away with Ernst, he became someone who “rescued” her from her 

father. In the psychiatric hospital in Santander, Carrington also seeks a rescue from the tyranny 

of her father, who in the memoir is Van Ghent23.  

Before the first injection of Cardiazol, a chemical meant to induce epileptic seizures, the 

narrator notes a vision in which she sees horses on top of small ridge:  

[N]ext to me, two big horses were tied together; I was impatiently waiting for them to 

jump over the fence. After long hesitations, they jumped and galloped down the slope. 

Suddenly a small white horse detached himself from them; the two big horses 

disappeared, and nothing was left on the path but the colt, who rolled all the way down 

where he remained on his back, dying. I myself was the white colt. (43) 

As previously outlined above, the horse represents liberation for both Leonora the character and 

Carrington the person. So then the question becomes: what is she running from? Perhaps many 

forces, but in this memoir, I propose that Leonora’s identification with the horse stems from one 

of her greatest – if not her greatest – fear during this time: turning into “robots, of thoughtless, 

                                                 
23 “At that time, Madrid was singing, Ojos verdes (Green Eyes) after a poem by Garcia Lorca…green eyes, the eyes of my 

brothers who would deliver me at last of my father” (Carrington 19).  
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fleshless beings” (6). In this passage, when two large horses gallop away, a small white horse 

“detached” himself from them. The word “detached” holds both a physical and emotional 

connotation of emptiness and tension, perhaps alluding to Leonora’s own cognitive dissonance. 

She aims to “liberate Madrid,” as well as the rest of the world of Van Ghent and Hitler’s terrible 

power, but first she must wrestle with her own instability (15). Once the two big horses finally 

run away, the white horse is unable to follow. Instead it falls onto its back, dying. The process of 

decay may reflect the emotional and mental degradation Leonora experiences in the asylum, 

foreshadowing the injections of Cardiazol. Cardiazol itself becomes a tangible “foreign force,” 

one that threatens to disrupt her internal equilibrium and thwart her plan of liberating Europe.  

Colts are fertile male horses, generally four years old or younger. Why does she explicitly 

identify herself as a white colt24? Why not a mare, a young female horse? Perhaps her 

representation as a male horse reinforces her desire to fuse “the union of Man and Woman” and 

appoint herself as “an androgyne” (45). Throughout Down Below, horses become a natural 

crutch for the narrator. As an emotional source of escape and independence, “the clatter of 

horses’ hooves…gave me terrible nostalgia and a desire to run away” (35). She finds privilege in 

being able to “draw near animals when other human beings put them to precipitate flight” (10). 

Even near the end of the memoir when the narrator becomes more lucid, Leonora is still very 

proud of her intimate “power over animals” (62). In Carrington’s own life, the magical white 

horse is her most powerful and personal image (Helland 45). The source of the white horse lies 

in the Celtic legends she grew up with during her childhood. Sacred to the ancient tribe of Tuatha 

de Danaan, the Celtic horse was faster than the wind and could fly through air (Chadwick 39). 

                                                 
24 The color white falls in line with her normal depiction as a white horse. White symbolizes purity and innocence, an entity 

uncorrupted by human shortcomings. It is also a color closely associated with saviors, those whose duty is to liberate the 

humanity around them.   
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The Queen of the Horses became the goddess of the Other World and her horse travels through 

space as a symbol of death and rebirth, paralleling Leonora’s own imminent spiritual resurrection 

in the asylum (Chadwick 40). Carrington’s works25 in the late 1930s associated the horse with 

“intense desires” and rebellion against established decision, which aligned with the antibourgeois 

surrealist ideology. By 1960, Carrington had transformed the significance of the horse into a 

Jungian symbol expressing intuitive understanding and the magical nature of women26. 

A Predator’s Instinct 

When the narrator first arrives at the asylum in Santander, she tries to understand why she 

is there, “full of curiosity for what lay outside [her] room” (23). As she explores, Leonora begins 

to believe that this is part of Van Ghent’s nefarious plan, planting her in some “sort of prison for 

those who had threatened the power of [Van Ghent and his group]” (33). She considers herself as 

“the most dangerous of all, fated to undergo a still more terrible torture in order to be reduced 

better still and become like my companions in distress” (33). Despite this seemingly dark 

account of her predicament, Leonora persists, convinced that “it was up to me to vanquish the 

Moraleses and the Van Ghents in order to set [the world] in motion again” (33). The world 

around her is jammed, but Leonora grasps onto the belief that she holds the necessary (albeit, 

perhaps not sufficient) power to restart the world. Even in these days of “enforced immobility,” 

she proudly declares her mental dominance and autonomy: “I noticed that my brain was still 

functioning and that I was not defeated; I believed that my cerebral power was superior to my 

enemies’” (33).  

                                                 
25 Including her 1939 anthology The Oval Lady, “The Debutante,” and a painted Self Portrait of 1937 (Fig 2).  

26 See Helland for further analysis on Carrington’s artistic and spiritual representation in her works, which she believes must 

coincide with economic and political changes, as well as developments in the female psyche.  
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When Leonora is detained, she transitions from describing herself as passive prey to 

active predators. After she is “handed over like a cadaver to Dr. Morales, in Santander,” she 

comes out of anesthesia (18). She is also naked, speaking to a rebirth or, at the very least, a 

noteworthy vulnerability in her novel surroundings. The narrator is also surprised to see that her 

“hands and feet were bound by leather straps” (22). Historically in asylums, leather straps 

provided the most sustainable and sturdy confines for uncontrollable patients who would try to 

bite out of their constraints (Hoff 90). Leonora explains that she “had no memory whatsoever of 

my violent outbursts,” which interestingly enough leads to an exoneration of culpability. When 

she speaks to her nurse Frau Asegurado, Carrington is horrified – and dubious – at her alleged 

bellicosity: “I had only meant to do good to the entire world, and here I was, tied down like a 

wild beast!” (23). Previously thought of as the surrealist’s ideal woman, the femme-enfant who 

was beautiful and docile, Leonora now begins to reclaim her carnal authority.  

After she gets dressed, she explores her unfamiliar environment in a manner similar to a 

sedated animal who has just regained consciousness. After a conversation with Frau Asegurado, 

Leonora begins putting together the puzzle pieces of how – and the manner in which – she 

arrived at the asylum. She first learns that she “had entered that place fighting like a tigress” (22). 

Out of all the animals she is able to choose that are wild and aggressive, Leonora specifically 

decides on a majestic and untamed female animal27. In another definition, “tigress” can also be 

used to describe “[a] woman of fierce, cruel, rapacious, or blood-thirsty disposition; also 

sometimes, a person of very great activity, strength, or courage” (“tigress, n.”). This definition 

suggests Leonora’s own internal conflict in restoring her strength as a woman by dismantling the 

                                                 
27 Note that the distinction between the goat, which was one of the first animals domesticated by people, in contrast to the wild 

and fiercely passionate tigress. Compare this with the domesticated goat she identifies as earlier in Andorra (Carrington 10).  
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surrealist patriarchal ideals of the femme-enfant28. Though she acts like a tigress, Don Mariano, 

the physician at the head of the sanatorium, “had tried to induce [her] to eat and [she] had clawed 

him” (22). The encounter between Don Mariano and the narrator is reminiscent of a wild animal 

forced into a cage, a prison that conflicts with its natural instincts. Despite individuals’ attempts 

to domesticate and subjugate its nature to human control, the animal – the tigress/Leonora – 

refuses to let that happen. At least, not without a fight.  

Rather than being free, Leonora is detained against her will in a location she questions as 

either “hospital or concentration camp29” (22). She becomes a caged animal. Frau Asegurado 

tells Leonora she had “acted like various animals – jumping on the wardrobe with the agility of a 

monkey, scratching, roaring like a lion, whinnying, barking, etc” (23). These passionately fierce 

creatures embrace and frequently act upon their most carnal inclinations, the depths not beholden 

to the human system of logic or morals. When Frau unties her from her strapped-down bed, 

Leonora walks down a corridor with windows “closely corseted with iron bars,” bolstering the 

image of an involuntary enclosure (24). While she explores, Leonora contemplates how to get 

her freedom back while “hanging bat-wise from the bars with my feet” (24).  

As she turns around, “an individual with the expression and aspect of a mongrel dog” 

confronts her (24). Leonora describes him as an undomesticated canine, even extending this to 

the bestial animosity between the two. The depiction of the “mongrel dog” draws a subtle, yet 

important, distinction between a normally obedient dog and an untamed animal. Mongrel means 

                                                 
28 The femme-enfant, or “woman-child,” is a surrealist ideal that idealizes the woman as a docile, irrational, and innocent creature 

that depends on a man in order to survive in society. In casting herself as a bellicose tigress who threatens to “claw” anyone who 

attempts to tame her, Leonora may be alluding to a larger resentment at the patriarchy that has created gendered confines for her 

and other women to live in (McAra).   

29 Hoff notes that the comparison between a mental ward and concentration camp, written in 1939, draws disconcerting 

similarities: “Carrington was, after all, interned against her will and subjected to unchecked medical experimentation. If we 

simply accept the text is a Surrealist production…e are at risk of denying the atrocity enacted upon her” (Hoff 97). 
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a dog of no specified breed, but it also holds an offensive connotation characterizing a person “of 

mixed descent” (“Mongrel”). It also means “any cross between different things, especially if 

inharmonious or indiscriminate,” foreshadowing a discordance prevalent within Leonora’s 

internal war. If we take this definition to analyze the narrator’s perception of this fight, then this 

“patient” may represent the absolutely irrational creature – inaccurately – representative of 

asylum patients (Hoff 67). We see this inharmonious conflict evolve as Leonora realizes that a 

different social contract exists within the asylum, one in which logic and decorum no longer take 

precedence.  

The two patients circle each other, face to face with nothing but an animal-instinct to 

battle. The intimately combative need to “annihilate” each other plays into the narrative of an 

insane asylum infested with people who have lost the ability to reason. As a newcomer to the 

asylum, Leonora depicts herself as still somewhat rational. In fact, she claims that “any 

discussion with such as creature was perfectly useless” (24). Immediately, Leonora constructs a 

stratification within the hospital and propels herself to at least above the “congenital idiot,” one 

who is stuck in an inertial condition with no hope of change (24). The patients in these asylums 

have so long been characterized as “the other” that Leonora finds it foolish to be included in this 

community. Paradoxically, her assertion of dominance causes her to evolve into a bestial 

creature who quickly loses sole custody of her urges. After the fight broke out, she states that she 

“was superior to my adversary in strength, willpower, and strategy. The idiot ran away weeping, 

covered with blood and terribly punished with scratches” (24). In the matter of two sentences, we 

see a sudden transformation of Leonora into a creature no longer beholden to her rational 

faculties. Instead, she seems to grasp the wild instinct of her identity as a “tigress,” unleashing at 

any being she perceives to threaten her. The entire scene is reminiscent of a dog fight. Frau 
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Asegurado “watched the battle from the vantage point of an armchair” (24). In a physically 

elevated position, Leonora exalts Frau into a god-like character who pits the two patients against 

each other. Even when Frau allows Leonora to venture into the garden, the interaction reminds 

us of an owner letting her dog out into the backyard; her “keeper” wanted her to “sit on a chair 

like a good girl” (25).  

As her time in Santander progresses, Leonora continues aligning herself with pugnacious 

animals and basic instincts: to eat, sleep, and produce waste. Eventually, her caretakers begin 

noticing her unpredictability. When Piadosa, her maidservant, brings her food, the narrator 

recalls that Piadosa “introduced [the food] into my mouth with a spoon, taking good care not to 

be bitten” (29). Leonora explains that she did not know “how long I remained bound and naked,” 

but she continued to internalize external turmoil and attach her own suffering to that of 

Europeans around her: 

Several days and nights, lying in my own excrement, urine, and sweat, tortured by 

mosquitoes made my body hideous -- I believed that they were the spirits of all the 

crushed Spaniards who blamed me for my internment, my lack of intelligence, and my 

submissiveness. The extent of my remorse rendered their assaults bearable. (29) 

The excrement, urine and sweat seem to be the antithesis of her purification process earlier in 

France. Rather than being able to warn the world of Van Ghent and liberate Europe, our narrator 

finds herself confined to a bed. Leonora uses the word “torture” quite sparingly in the memoir, 

but she rarely distinguishes physical or human-induced pain as “torture.” Rather, her sense of 

punishment stems from the guilt of her “lack of intelligence, and my submissiveness” (29). As 

she is restrained by leather straps and naked, lying in her own bodily waste, the narrator 
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describes the pain derived from the mosquitoes. Although small and seemingly harmless, 

mosquitoes are blood-sucking insects that drain humans of their life source: blood. With power 

in numbers, they can produce mass damage and degradation, similar to the decay seen in the 

dying white colt. Rather than being “greatly inconvenienced by the filth,” Leonora suffers when 

she believes the mosquitoes as “the spirits of all the crushed Spaniards” (29). The “crushed 

Spaniards” she refers to may be the people of Madrid who she felt “were being manipulated by 

[Van Ghent’s] eyes” (13). They could also represent the numerous Spanish citizens who died 

during the Spanish Civil War and throughout Franco’s authoritarian rule, destroyed by the 

regime without a second thought (“The Spanish Civil War”).  

Regardless, Leonora keeps fighting. The asylum itself contains several pavilions, but 

Down Below (Fig. 1) is the largest, “luxurious, like a hotel with unbarred windows” (35). 

Depicted as a place of escape, Down Below is a “paradise” where “people lived there happily” 

(35). Leonora proclaims that a “triumphal entry into Down Below” is her mission because the 

pavilion transitions into the only source of escape from convulsive medical treatments (38). At 

the beginning of her time in the hospital, Leonora has a dream about a room with a vaulted 

ceiling (57). The dream had revealed a bedroom, “huge as a theatrical stage, a vaulted ceiling 

painted to look like a sky,” incorporating a garden “…surrounded by barbed wire over which my 

hands had made plants grow, plants which twisted themselves around the strands of wire and, 

covering them, hid them from sight” (30). The intimate interaction of the barbed wire with the 

plants alludes to the imagery of the concentration camps, used as mass-killing infrastructures for 

certain demographics deemed inferior by Hitler. These camps often had barbed wire surrounding 

their perimeters. However, Leonora mentions her hands had evoked the plants to grow, twisting 

around the wire and eventually, covering them. Plants symbolize growth, life, and hope. This 
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imagery proposes that although the world is falling apart outside, Leonora still believes she has 

the power to change the political and social trajectory of others’ plights, particularly because this 

vision acts prior to her ability to do anything. 

 

            Fig. 1. Down Below drawing by Carrington, (Carrington 36). 

 

However, “a new era began with the most terrible and blackest day in my life”: the day 

Cardiazol is administered for the first time (40). The “Great Epileptic Ailment,” as Leonora calls 

it, catalyzes “a convulsion of my vital centre” (40). After this first injection, Leonora encounters 

an unprecedented hopelessness in which she admits “the defeat of myself and of the world 

around me, with no hope of liberation” (41). When her doctor Don Luis sees her again, Leonora 

tells him that she has become “the feeblest creature in the whole world” and then “[licks] his 

shoes” (41). Note that this is a complete reversal from her initial impassioned declaration to 
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liberate the world of Fascism’s “nefarious power.” The administration artificially produces an 

all-consuming lack of control, causing Leonora to realize her most pained fear: she “was 

dominated, ready to become the slave of the first comer” (41). Previously touting herself as an 

independently controlled woman inoculated from the nefarious mind games of Van Ghent, she 

has now become a “slave” and by association, one of the “thoughtless, fleshless beings” she was 

so afraid of. She becomes submissive; she becomes tame.  

 As Leonora embraces the various bestial and mechanized transformations she undergoes 

in the memoir, her purposeful decision to portray herself as specific animals draws us to her own 

internal conflict in the asylum. As she breaks from the past and patriarchal structures she once 

knew, Leonora channels the surrealist ideals of irrationality and mental freedom when she 

morphs into animals (Crawford). From the docile goats to the passionate tigress, the narrator’s 

subtle distinction between her and other humans works so she can still exert power and influence 

over creatures (Lusty 356). Her regression into these animals symbolizes the loss of her lucidity 

and adaptation to the hospital’s distinct social contract, one lacking in both rationality and rigid 

order.  
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Chapter 2: Material 

As we see Leonora’s corpus evolve into assorted animals, her reliance on substances 

exhibits her own internal shifts. Leonora encounters various exogenous substances, both natural 

and man-made. Some provide waves of satisfaction and purification while others debilitate her 

mental and physical capabilities. Amid the political and social turbulence in the governing 

corpus, Leonora absorbs much of the turmoil into her own body, creating an inextricable 

relationship between her personal health and the well-being of Western Europe. For Leonora, the 

inner world is transformed by the outer world, a concept inherently at odds with Bretonian 

Surrealism (Hertz 99). Bretonian Surrealism characterizes the surrealist experience as a 

transformation of the mind, whereas Carrington saw the body and the mind as inextricably bound 

(Hertz 99). Unlike many of her surrealist counterparts, Carrington urges that surrealist aesthetics 

must seek stability in both the mind and body in order to optimize creative validity.  

As she embarks on her journey after Ernst, Leonora understands that her health stems 

from maintaining a fragile balance between all three components of her corpus (i.e., bestial, 

material, and spiritual). Even though time seems to be frozen within the asylum, Leonora’s 

conditions in the asylum reflect a degree of violent momentum occurring on the continent: she is 

bound to her bed for days while lying in her waste, forcibly administered Cardiazol, and 

constantly experiencing the threat of mind domination (Hertz 100). Her body becomes the locus 

where history unravels, and the world conforms to her centralized disturbances. 

The World’s Stomach and the Woman’s Heart 

When “Max [Ernst] was taken away to a concentration camp,” Leonora “wept for several 

hours” and then “indulged in voluntary vomitings” for twenty-four hours (4). Her ability to 

achieve an internal strength suggests that vomiting becomes a formidable opponent to the 
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political constipation of the external world. From the paradigm of simply surviving, regurgitating 

acts as a purge of internal disturbances. Perhaps, it also acted as a coping mechanism to re-

establish a sense of control right after Ernst was ripped away from her.  

The removal of Max from their idyllic life in southern France in May 1940 causes a 

severe disruption to her life. Leonora recalls being overcome by “my sorrow” and feeling the 

need to purge herself of the pain that festers within her (4). She induces these “voluntary 

vomitings” by “drinking orange blossom water, interrupted by a short nap” (4). Orange blossom 

water is a clear, perfumed byproduct of distillation of fresh-bitter orange blossoms for their 

essential oil (Nicki 80). Orange blossoms are traditionally hailed as the bridal flower and 

symbolize purity because they are white, small and delicate. Leonora may be using the orange 

blossom water as a symbol of celebrating Max’s role in her life, as her lover and creative 

companion. However, the water invokes her to throw up. Their companionship transitions into 

the agent that instigates the purging, and consequently, it must be cleansed as well. After all, at 

twenty-three-years old, Leonora finds herself disowned by her family, removed from her lover, 

and living in a foreign country behind closed borders clouded by the threat of imminent war 

(Hoff 88). 

With her three week regiment of eating “sparingly, carefully eschewing meat…feeding 

on potatoes and salad,” Leonora grew to the point where she “had no fear whatsoever within 

me,” even with “various events…taking place in the outside world: the collapse of Belgium, the 

entry of Germans in France” (5). The pattern of “three” threads itself throughout the memoir, 

predominantly referencing its spiritual undertones in Christianity. In the same way Christ 

resurrected after three days after purging the world of its sins, Leonora finds a rebirth in three 

weeks of her strict regimen (Orenstein 54). Christ’s corpus was cannibalized by the people he 
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had attempted to save, and Leonora perceives that she too must undergo a similar process in 

order to save the world from its sins (Orenstein 46).  

In this purification process, the narrator discovers a level of autonomy she may not have 

experienced prior to Max’s detention. She ingests very few nutrients, just the minimum amount 

to survive. Eating any more than the minimum may lend itself to wastefulness, which comes in 

direct conflict with the purification process. By drinking alcohol, Leonora couples the chemical 

function of alcohol in its ability to detoxify scars or wounds with the emotional pleasure of social 

drinking (Hoff 34). The specific example of wine alludes to wine’s religious connotation, of 

when Jesus turned water into wine despite everyone’s disbelief. For communion and celebration 

of his sacrifice, Christians drink wine as a symbolic reminder of Christ’s blood, his human 

sacrifice for the spiritual liberation of people throughout the world (Orenstein 56). The themes of 

self-sacrifice and encountering external skeptics foreshadow Leonora’s own belief that it is her 

duty to “liberate Madrid.” The self and the body are tied to the external world by Leonora’s strict 

control of her alimentary portions. Her degree of control becomes strongly tied to her sense of 

power in a world where freedom has been denied, in the militaristic, war-torn Europe and then in 

the psychiatric hospital. By internalizing the chaos around her as a disease of the body, Leonora 

tries to save the world by controlling her ingested foods through ritualistic processes (Lusty 346). 

Leonora also spends a lot of time working out in the fields. As she works on her potatoes, 

“the more I sweated, the better I liked it, because this meant that I was getting purified” (5). 

Potatoes themselves hold economic and historical significance in European history. They 

emerged as a staple crop that played a major role in the 19th century European population boom, 

as well as the adoption of a template for modern agriculture (“How the Potato Changed the 

World”). However, the lack of genetic diversity left the crop vulnerable to disease resulting in 
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famines such as the Great Irish Famine. Because Carrington herself stems from a proud Irish 

heritage, her inclusion of the potatoes and strength she felt from working the fields may be an 

allusion and homage to the pain suffered by her ancestors30 (Carrington xxii). As Leonora works 

at the vines, she notes that she “[astonishes] the peasants by my strength,” her physical vitality 

“was such as I have never known before or afterwards” (5). In her article “The Abused Mind: 

Feminist Theory, Psychiatric Disability, and Trauma,” Andrea Nicki argues that a common 

reaction of women to trauma is to “obsessively and rigidly monitor their food intake and 

dominate their bodies…[traumatized women] realize masculine ideals of aggressiveness, self-

control, strength, and conquest” (Nicki 84). Even though this process may seem like unnecessary 

self-inflicted torture, the narrator believes that her attitude did not “betray an unconscious desire 

to get rid for the second time of my father: Max” (5). Instead, when her friend Catherine 

comments on her self-destructive behavior, the narrator notes she thinks “[Catherine] was 

mistaken when she said I was torturing myself” (6). Instead of torture, this entire process is 

philosophically based on cleansing, a desire to purify herself, rather than to punish or torture. 

The words “torture,” “cleansing” and “purging” refer to individual bodily changes. However, in 

the larger political context, the process of cleansing and purging of certain populations illustrates 

the genocide and ethnic cleansing occurring throughout the continent31. Purifying specifically 

alludes to Hitler’s belief that he was “purifying” the Aryan race by eradicating populations of 

people he determined to be inferior (Crawford).     

                                                 
30 “Continental farmers regarded this alien food with fascinated suspicion; some believed it an aphrodisiac, others a cause of 

fever or leprosy.” However, the Irish population is one of the most prominent examples as to how the potato altered population 

patterns (“How the Potato Changed the World”).   

31 In Europe at this time, the dangerous rise of staunch political ideologies such as fascism, Nazism, and communism fueled 

ruthless dictators such as Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, and Franco to ascribe varying degrees of value and worth to groups of people 

(Crawford). Despite Leonora’s own willful purging of her past, her process exists in direct conflict to the ethnic cleansing and 

genocide happening outside of the world. Even though “ethnic cleansing” was not officially coined until the 1990s, I suspect this 

notion of “purification” was something Leonora abhorrently saw in what dictators were trying to do.  
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This purification stems from a desire that “my sorrow would be diminished by these 

spasms, which tore at my stomach like earthquakes” (4). The spasms, sudden and violent 

muscular contractions, contrast Leonora’s future stint in the asylum in which epileptic seizures 

are induced involuntarily. The spasms, or “voluntary vomiting,” sever her stomach like 

earthquakes. The use of the natural disaster lends itself to the constant tension of nature versus 

artificial, man-made objects throughout the novel. Earthquakes occur when two blocks of the 

earth “suddenly slip past one another.” The earth shakes – violently, at times – when the two 

faults “unstick,” and “all that stored energy is released” (“The Science of Earthquakes”). The 

various magnitudes result due to the earth’s tectonic plates shifting in discordance with each 

other, a feeling echoed by the narrator as she assigns her stomach as “the mirror of the earth” (4). 

That is, the friction that occurs due to the plates rubbing against each other reflects “the seat of 

that society.” In this context, we can deduce that the society itself embodies the radical political 

and social upheaval, a “brutal ineptitude” she recognizes after Max is removed (4).  

The narrator designates her stomach as “the seat of that society,” one threatened by 

friction and beholden to the aftershocks of the earthquakes. Why did Leonora pick the stomach 

as the organ in question? Why not an organ more intuitive, more centrally located, such as the 

heart? To answer this question, we look at the biological function of the stomach: to break down 

food by using various stomach acids (McCrae 87). Once the ingested material converts into 

organic forms, the body can then productively use these nutrients as nourishment and the 

building blocks of physical rejuvenation. In contrast to the liver, which primarily detoxifies 

potentially deleterious agents, the stomach also acts as a filter. It decides whether something 

ingested is kept or if the unnecessary vestiges ought to be excreted from the body. In essence, the 

stomach reinforces Leonora’s instinct for systematic purification. The stomach embodies “the 
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place in which I was united all the elements of the earth,” a reflection of all ingested substances 

(4). It compiles a chaotic, acidic, and messy discordance of the earth’s elements, “the reflection 

of which is just as real as the person reflected” (4). However, the stomach, or the “mirror” as the 

narrator deems it, must “be rid of the thick layers of filth…in order to properly, clearly, and 

faithfully reflect the earth” (4). At this realization, Leonora begins the plan of cleansing herself 

of her past to fruitfully control her position in society.  

When the narrator sees the anatomical collapse of the traditional political body in Madrid, 

she decides that it is her responsibility to “[restore] this digestive organ to health” (12). Leonora 

acknowledges that her intestines “vibrated in accord with Madrid’s painful digestion” (20). Here, 

she explicitly expresses the inextricable link between her health issues and external surroundings. 

Lusty affirms that “by internalizing the chaos as a disease of the body, Carrington strives to 

redeem the world through strict ritualized alimentary processes” (Lusty 346). The narrator 

explains that “the dysentery I suffered later was nothing but the illness of Madrid taking shape in 

my intestinal tract” (12). Dysentery, caused by infection of the intestines, medically describes an 

otherwise healthy political corpus being infected by the deleterious philosophy of fascism and 

Nazism. However, the infection of the political corpus is not only physically detrimental, but has 

also expanded into mental destruction of its people. When the narrator first describes Van Ghent, 

she notes that he is Jewish but “somehow connected with the Nazi government,” equipped with a 

passport “infested with Swastikas” (12). Quickly enough, she believes that he possesses a 

“nefarious power” (13). His gaze holds unparalleled power, a stare so painful that it is as if “he 

had thrust pins into my eyes” (13). Besides invoking this pain, Leonora warns that he carries the 

ability to “[hypnotize] Madrid, its men and its traffic…in order to make slaves of all” (14). For 

the narrator, the capacity to control minds possesses greater power and incites more fear than 
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pure physical dominance. These citizens of Madrid, hypnotized under autocratic rule, have 

become powerless under Van Ghent’s domination. They have become robots. As a result, 

Leonora designates Van Ghent “my enemy, and the enemy of mankind” (15). He becomes the 

agent of spreading illness throughout Madrid, an agent the narrator realizes she is “the only one 

who could vanquish him…to liberate Madrid” (15).  

This “illness of Madrid” cannot be cleansed by organic, natural remedies such as “orange 

blossom water” or supplemented by “vegetables and potatoes.” Instead, its pervasive mental 

impediment must be completely eradicated. Van Ghent must be “vanquished” (32). After all, this 

contagious “illness” has spread, not only dehumanizing the denizens of Madrid, but also 

corrupting the rest of Western Europe. Leonora states that all these people must be freed, starting 

with [Francisco] Franco, “the first person [she plans] to be liberated from his hypnotic 

somnambulism” (16). After him, a domino effect of independence will occur: “Franco would 

come to an understanding with England, then England with Germany, etc” (16). It is interesting 

to note that she implicitly absolves Franco of his responsibilities by explaining that he himself is 

under a “hypnotic somnambulism,” under the subconscious pursuits of sleepwalking. For 

Leonora, the direct source of the World War “was being waged hypnotically by a group of 

people – Hitler and Co. – who were represented in Spain by Van Ghent” (16). Based on 

Leonora’s reasoning, once she vanquishes Van Ghent’s hypnotic power, she will then be able to 

“stop the war and liberate the world, which was ‘jammed,’ like me,” rather than “wandering 

aimlessly in political and economic labyrinths” (16). The world has decayed, but Leonora 

vehemently believes that she is “capable of bearing this dreadful weight and drawing from it a 

solution for the world” (12).  
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Luminal and Cardiazol 

The narrator’s transfer to the asylum in Santander demarcates an artificial interruption in 

her plan to liberate the world. When Leonora is transported from the sanatorium in Madrid to the 

psychiatric hospital in Santander, she is deceived. She believes she is going to “a beach in San 

Sebastian, where I would be absolutely free” (18). Instead, Leonora is “given Luminal three 

times and an injection in the spine: systemic anesthesia” (18). This forced injection reduces her 

to simply a body as she is “handed over like a cadaver to Dr. Morales” (18). The passivity of the 

transaction reveals a resigned tone, one in which Leonora recognizes that she will not receive her 

freedom in the San Sebastian beach. Rather she will be knocked out and sedated, having her 

future decided for her because physicians remained “thoroughly confused by my 

condition…stultified by my political theories” (16).  

As she presents herself as a cadaver, the narrator alludes to becoming her initial greatest 

fear: “thoughtless, fleshless robots.” As a cadaver, she becomes a human corpse, a body without 

emotion. Cadavers are also used for experiments, since they decay and devolve back into a 

compilation of nerves, synapses, and failed organs32. The mechanized reduction of her body may 

symbolize the narrator’s own journey into the asylum as a type of death and subsequent 

resurrection. Her role as the cadaver may also refer to her own personal dehumanization, one that 

mirrors the objectification of people throughout contemporary Western Europe.  

The introduction of therapeutic drugs and treatments, such as Luminal and Cardiazol33, 

significantly interrupts Leonora’s absorption of the external political and social turmoil. Luminal 

                                                 
32 https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/07/body-donation-cadavers-anatomy-medical-education/ 

33 Carrington, in conjunction with Breton, viewed the psychiatric hospital “as an abomination in need of exposure” (Hoff 85). 

Future research could be done in a more clinical and scientific ordeal looking at the role of psychiatric asylums in treating 

patients, especially marginalized patients. 
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is the brand name for phenobarbital, a sedative with “a more prolonged pharmacological action 

than its predecessor [barbiturates]” (López-Muñoz). Discovered in 1928, the chemical brought 

advantages when compared to its classical predecessors, including a greater potency and duration 

of action, as well as a wider therapeutic range. Eventually, it would be used to treat epilepsy. 

Luminal’s overdose margin is extremely small, with side effects ranging from severe drowsiness 

to depression and hallucinations (Hoff 91). Since Leonora was given three times the normal dose 

of Luminal, the drug had begun taking on toxic – rather than therapeutic – effects (Hoff 92).  

Throughout her experience in the asylum, the narrator undergoes breakdowns as she 

attempts to recapture control of her cerebral processes, but the involuntary injections of 

chemicals and drugs weaken her. After the first administration of Cardiazol, Leonora “admitted 

defeat, the defeat of myself and of the world around me, with no hope of liberation” (41). 

According to mental health researcher Naill McCrae’s 2006 study, the use of Cardiazol as an 

analeptic agent was short-lived, but in its early trials in the 1930s, the drug seemed to 

consistently produce lucidity among previously delusional patients (McCrae 67). These doses 

had not only caused the muscles of the body to spasm violently, but they also caused the heart’s 

speed to crescendo until it reached the brink of a spasm (Hoff 92). Utilized in tandem with 

Luminal, Cardiazol was used as an attempt to cure Leonora’s hallucinatory symptoms (Hoff 87). 

This subjugation contrasts with her condition earlier in Madrid, when the narrator 

describes the behavior of Martinez Alonso, a physician who is “thoroughly puzzled by my 

condition” and “fed me bromide by the quart” (17). Leonora notes that Alonso “begged me 

repeatedly not to remain naked when waiters brought me my food” (17). The use of the words 

“fed” and “begged” underscores the narrator’s perception that she is still in control of her 

intellectual faculties. She lingers in control as she freely “remain[s] naked,” no matter how 
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uncomfortable this makes Alonso. His use of bromide is also worth noting. In the late 1800s and 

early 1900s, bromide served as an anticonvulsant and sedative (López-Muñoz). In the 1920s, the 

Chalfont Centre, one of the first therapeutic guides for newly admitted epileptic patients, 

published their finding that potassium bromide was the “first-choice treatment” (López-Muñoz). 

According to the manual, if potassium bromide did not induce remissions in the patient, then it 

ought to be substituted by phenobarbital, which is what happened in Leonora’s narrative. In the 

beginning of the 1930s, use of phenobarbital superseded bromides in treating epileptic seizures, 

even though the reports of pharmacological tolerance and sudden adverse risks when it came to 

drug withdrawal materialized (López-Muñoz). Despite the innovations around the 1930s 

regarding barbiturate manipulations that allowed for “swiftness of onset and short action period,” 

they also generated various clinical problems (López-Muñoz). These issues included numerous 

cases of death in states of shock due to allegations of malpractice34.  

A consistent theme that runs throughout the memoir is the complex and fluid relationship 

between the narrator and her surroundings. Once Leonora wakes up in the asylum, she details a 

specific injection that corrupts her:   

Armed with a syringe that she wielded like a sword, Mercedes stuck a needle into my 

thigh...I saw my thigh swell around the puncture, till the bump grew to the size of a small 

melon. Frau Asegurado told me they had induced an artificial abscess in my thigh; the 

pain and the idea that I was infected made it impossible for me to walk freely for two 

months. (28)   

                                                 
34 Some authors would go on to describe these drugs as creating the basis for “the ideal form of euthanasia.” (Halford 1943) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2424120/#b35
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As the needle plunges into her skin, it punctures the epithelial barrier that separates the external 

dangers from the internal mechanics of the body. With this puncture into her thigh, Mercedes 

injects a substance so quickly-acting that it produces a bump that “grew to the size of a small 

melon” (28). This injection of something sinister penetrates Leonora, following the 

decomposition of her corporeal body and spirit in the asylum. This procedure indicates war-like 

conditions between the people in power (i.e., the doctors and nurses of the asylum) and the 

patients. Leonora describes Mercedes as a hospital staff member “armed with a syringe that she 

wielded like a sword.” Again, the violence occurring in the greater European continent finds 

itself in this process of compulsory injection. The sword as the weapon of choice draws its 

origins from more traditional, gladiator-esque fighting, rather than the technological and more 

anonymous fighting styles35 of World War II. Instead, for the sword to inflict the maximal 

damage, it requires a direct and personal attack. The relationship of a syringe to a sword 

compares Leonora as a prisoner of war within the asylum. Although she depicts herself as the 

only one who could free Madrid and subsequently, the rest of the world, Leonora believes she is 

unjustly incarcerated. 

In this passage, we also see Leonora transitioning from a cadaver into a corpus infected 

with an induced artificial abscess. The abscess, a localized collection of pus often accompanied 

by swelling and inflammation, normally arises from pathological conditions such as bacteria 

(McCrae 56). Becoming a cadaver symbolized death, and now this experimentation represents 

rebirth and reconstruction. As the abscess quickly grows in Leonora’s thigh, “the idea that I was 

infected” precludes her ability to freely walk for two months. Leonora links the surrealist 

philosophy with an alliance between the body and the mind; one cannot be liberated without the 

                                                 
35 See Foley for more technological advancements and military weapons used in World War II.  
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other, and the detriment of one leads to the detriment of both (Hertz 100). She slowly 

deteriorates into an animal physically induced and prohibited from fully acting on her own 

volition. These experimentations of forced injections question the slow bestial transformation of 

the narrator as she enters the asylum, a space where the social contract based on logic and reason 

no longer exists.  

In artificially inducing this abscess, the directional orientation plays a biological role. The 

narrator includes the direction of the left thigh, which at an anatomical level suggests biological 

laterality. Laterality refers to the preference most humans show for one side of their body over 

the other, which can also refer to the primary use of the left or right hemisphere in the brain 

(Geschwind). Human cultures are predominantly right-handed, fueling a social bias against left-

inclined laterality (Geschwind). For example, the French word for left, gauche, is used to mean 

“awkward” or “tactless” (Bennett 176). Sinistra, the Latin word that resulted in the English word 

“sinister” means “left.” The Anglo-Saxon word lyft, which the English word “left” is derived 

from, originally meant “weak” or “useless” (Bennett 185). By discerning that her abscess is 

induced on her left thigh, Leonora may be explaining that the chemical warfare on her left thigh 

ties into her decomposing mental state in the asylum.  

The directional laterality appears first on Tuesday, August 24th 1943, when Leonora 

enters the asylum and segments an egg into left and right: 

The egg is the macrocosm and the microcosm, the dividing line between the Big and the 

Small which makes it impossible to see the whole. To possess a telescope without its 

other essential half – the microscope – seems to me a symbol of the darkest 
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incomprehension. The task of the right eye is to peer into the telescope, while the left eye 

peers into the microscope. (19)  

Throughout biblical and ancient times, the egg was a symbol of the universe and creation. In 

Christianity, it exists as a metaphor for resurrection, immortality, and the Trinity (Orenstein 47). 

The egg is fragile, but bears immense power as a “repository of new life” (Orenstein 51). In 

Egypt, the egg symbolizes the mystery of life, which persists among alchemy, a discipline 

popular for surrealists and Carrington36. The Egg37, which traditionally has existed as “the 

alchemist’s oven,” houses antithetical principles: male and female, solar and lunar, Sulphur and 

mercury (Orenstein 40). More importantly, it unites them. After Leonora emerges as a reborn 

figure, she uses the egg [as a crystal] to look at Madrid in those days of July and August 1940” 

(19). The egg itself highlights the idea of a double vision: the microscopic and the macroscopic 

reflecting the inside and outside, respectively (Levitt). In this double vision, Leonora recounts 

the vivid detail of her hallucinations as part of a microscopic focus, but connects those delusions 

to the macroscopic view of a world in trauma.  

The concept of fragmented analyses aggravates Leonora, as evident earlier when 

Catherine postulated that [the narrator’s] attitude “betrayed an unconscious desire to get rid for 

the second time of my father: Max” (5). Her attitude, which manifested in physical purging for 

                                                 
36 As a student of alchemy, Carrington was heavily influenced by M.E. Atwood’s Hermetic Philosophy and Alchemy as well as 

Orphic symbolism found in Carl Jung’s Mysterium Coniunctionis (Helland 55). In his Second Manifesto of Surrealism, Breton 

observed that surrealist research and alchemical research had analogous goals; that is, both worked towards the transformation 

and enoblement of the soul in his quest for spiritual enlightenment (Orenstein 35).  

37 The motif of the egg sees itself in the 1942 painting The Oval Lady (Fig. 2), completed after Carrington’s release from the 

asylum. As Helland explains, this painting suggests an absolute power and strength evident in the independent female. The focal 

point is the large, elegantly robed woman crowned with a large diadem. To her right lies a huge egg, topped with the heads of 

horned stags. The egg represents the power of creation and reproduction, and the stags represent affiliates of Artemis, the Greek 

Goddess of hunting and wild animals (Helland 55). The circle in which the woman figure stands in repeats itself in the circle, 

where she is crowned, reinforcing the creative power and potential of the egg and woman. 
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mental cleansing, causes the narrator to comment that she believes Catherine to be mistaken 

about the torture. In fact, the narrator believes Catherine “interpreted me fragmentarily, which is 

worse than not to interpret at all” (6). By the same token, the introduction of the egg as a whole, 

complete entity relies on its subsequent comprehensive analysis. The egg, for her, “is the 

macrocosm and the microcosm, the dividing line between the Big and the Small” that allows her 

to view the Whole rather than segments. After all, to “possess a telescope without its other 

essential half – the microscope – seems to me a symbol of the darkest incomprehension” (19). 

The telescope analyzes the larger context, allowing the observer to view solar systems and 

macroscopic objects while the microscope allows for a detailed and refined. Both devices allow 

observers to extend their line of vision past the limits of the human eye in order to see larger 

systems and microscopic dwellings. By equalizing the egg and devices to see the “macrocosm 

and microcosm,” respectively,” the narrator suggests that the resurrection of this new world, one 

which will result after “[believing] in our metaphysical force” must include both near-sighted 

and far-sighted dimensions (16). She imagines a new world that can be rebirthed after her 

corporeal sacrifices because it will “enclose my own experiences as well as the past and future 

history of the Universe” (19). 

Between her second and third dose of Cardiazol, Leonora regains her “first flash of 

lucidity: the M was ‘Me’ and not the whole world; this affair concerned myself alone” (51). As 

Leonora undergoes her third dose of Cardiazol, she holds onto a small eucalyptus fruit, “in the 

belief that it would help me” (60). Originally grown from Australia, the eucalyptus fruit deems 

significant spiritual symbolism for certain groups. For example, the Aboriginals view the 

eucalyptus as a holy tree, representing the division of the underworld, Earth and heaven. Perhaps, 

that is why Leonora holds onto this fruit as a potential means of delivering her from the 
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impending torture of the involuntary injections. As the third dose, Leonora may see this third 

dose as acting as her final sacrifice, the last ordeal that would result in “[stopping] the war and 

[liberating] the world” (16). For Leonora, this third dose means “the sacrificial moment had 

come,” but she is “determined to oppose it with all my strength” (61).  

 After being administered the final dose, she “relived my first injection,” feeling once 

again the “atrocious experience of the original dose of Cardiazol” (61). Leonora recounts feeling 

a catatonic state of “absence of motion, fixation, horrible reality.” When she returns to Down 

Below in “a state of prostration that usually follows this kind of treatment,” Leonora wakes up. 

Then, she claims she “regained my lucidity” (61). The connection between “my mind and 

myself” has been severed, recognizing that the fantastical imagery she so closely associated with 

everyone dissipates. For example, our narrator explains that “Angelica, a Gypsy,” is in fact a 

nurse in the Down Below pavilion. In this moment, all her objects lose their cosmic 

significance38 and she realizes a metaphysical reduction of the significance of the asylum. 

Cigarettes 

One object that continues to hold onto its gendered significance is the cigarette. During 

the interwar period, cigarettes evolved into a marker of an increasingly autonomous woman 

rebelling against the patriarchy. Although cigarettes hold a negative health connotation in 

contemporary society, they held a strong presence as the newest fashion accessory during the 

1940s (Elliot 156). During World War I, male soldiers received a weekly ration of 50 cigarettes-- 

so much so, that when these “Doughboys” returned from the European front, they brought the 

                                                 
38 “My cosmic objects, my night creams and nail buff, had lost their significance” (Carrington 61). 
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habits of smoking along with them39. By 1920s, smoking had become a widely recognized 

symbol of “the young, liberated women” and her iconoclastic independence (Elliot 163). As the 

interwar period progressed, the increasing number of women who smoked underscored a 

changing public dialogue regarding the recreational freedom of women. However, these young, 

liberated women (who, in America, were called flappers during the Roaring ‘20s) were criticized 

as an indicator of the political, economic and social instability of the period (Elliot 164). As 

issues of women rights and the suffragist movement appeared in the national stage, these young 

flappers were criticized as “irresponsible and undisciplined.” News sources from The Daily Mail 

to The New York Times featured articles denouncing women’s freedom to smoke because it 

would “affect women’s role as the wife and mother and her vital contribution to the well-being 

of the race”40 (Elliot 166).  

In Down Below, Leonora embraces the gendered connotation of cigarettes by using the 

cigarette to symbolize a transfer of power between men and women. She savors, moreover, the 

intake of tobacco, almost to the point of worship. Although the cigarette primarily exchanges 

hands between men, Leonora’s desire to wield its social power inverts its originally exclusively 

patriarchal origins. In contrast to involuntary chemical treatments such as Cardiazol or Luminal, 

Leonora characterize cigarettes and “blonde tobacco” as “the food of gods, which I savoured in 

ecstasy” (53). The dynamics of the narrator’s interactions with the cigarette parallels the stage in 

her desire to regain and reclaim corporeal autonomy (Orenstein 38). Ironically, the cigarette, 

                                                 
39 General John J. Pershing, commander-in-chief of the American forces in France in 1917, called tobacco “indispensable to the 

daily ration.” “You ask me what we need to win this war. I answer tobacco, as much as bullets” (“1920 – 1939 The Golden Age”). 

40 Some other criticism characterized these women as “young ladies who choke and blink over their cigarettes in the mildly 

Bohemian restaurants of Soho!” (Elliot 166). 
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which has a negative effect on the human body, becomes a source of strength and desired object 

for the narrator41. 

 The evolution of the narrator’s interactions with cigarettes throughout the memoir 

proposes a growing independence from men throughout her corporeal transformation. Leonora 

first introduces cigarettes and/or tobacco when she and Michel go to Bourg-Saint-Andéol, a 

commune42 in Southern France, to attain a travelling permit to go to Spain. She notices that when 

they approach the gendarmes, or armed French police officers, the officers “were totally 

indifferent and uninterested,” as they “kept on smoking cigarettes and refused to give us the bit 

of paper” (6). As the gendarmes “barricaded themselves behind phrases like ‘we can’t do 

anything about,’” the narrator initially associates the cigarettes with people in power. Not 

coincidentally, the people in power are men. In fact, the cigarettes themselves become 

emblematic of physically manifested transference of power. Gendarmes, historically cavalryman 

of noble birth, claimed their military prowess through serving in the French army from the Late 

Medieval to the Early Modern periods of European history (Suleiman). The first introduction of 

the cigarette here in Leonora’s tale reflects power and phallic subjecthood as seen in the 

gendarmes, who no longer bear the active duty championed in their past. Instead, they are sitting 

around indifferently, casually “smoking cigarettes” (6). Still, the cigarette – as well as the 

traveling permits – remain out of reach as it is used by the gendarmes and kept out of the reach 

of both the narrator and her companion Michel.  

                                                 
41 Tobacco industry insiders by the mid-1950s clearly knew their product was dangerous but economic interests and and scientific 

controversy precluded widespread discussion of these findings until later in the 20th century (“1920 – 1939 The Golden Age”). 

42 The smallest French territorial division for administrative purposes. 
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 The next presence of the cigarettes occurs when Van Ghent, a Jewish Dutch man with 

“nefarious power” who the narrator believes is “somehow connected with the Nazi government,” 

gives her cigarettes that she believes “were doped” (15). The narrator specifically notes that 

cigarettes “were pretty scarce in Madrid,” suggesting Van Ghent possesses an elite status as a 

person in power who is able to secure uncommon resources. As Leonora uses the cigarettes, she 

becomes “particularly excited” when it “dawned on me that my condition was not solely due to 

natural causes and that his cigarettes were doped” (15). Again, the distinction between natural 

and artificially induced states re-emerges when she realizes a foreign, unknown substance exists 

in the cigarettes. The word “doped” holds the connotation of referring to “opium or a morphine 

derivative” (“Doped”). First meaning “to poison” in the Historical Dictionary of American Slang 

in 1862, it later also meant to “administer a stimulant or sedative,” which becomes a harbinger to 

her future treatments in the asylum. In this passage, she is doped by Van Ghent, a man she does 

not trust. This distrust and falsified injection of exogenous substances reappears when she is 

forced to endure treatments by her male doctors. The word itself holds a dimension of control 

that the narrator realizes once she understands that the cigarette, a symbol for autonomy and 

power, has been manipulated by Van Ghent to undermine her own abilities.  

Given the gendered clout surrounding the cigarette during the 1940s, it is possible to 

extrapolate this interaction with Van Ghent’s “doped” cigarette to reflect a larger societal issue. 

At that time, society had begun slowly giving women their legal freedoms, but these rights were 

gifted based on the patriarchy’s timeline and decision (“1920 – 1939 The Golden Age”). Even 

though the sharing of the cigarette portrayed a perfunctory illusion of good faith, the doping 

reinforces Van Ghent’s control and the narrator’s lack of power of the corpus, both the political 

body as well as the narrator’s own body. However, the narrator’s ability to realize her cigarette, a 
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physical symbol of power, foreshadows her ability to discern authentic versus disillusioned 

power.  

 The third mention of the cigarette arises when the narrator has been brought to the asylum 

in Santander against her will. After she is induced with the artificial abscess, “[f]rom time to time, 

José would put his cigarette in my mouth43 so that I could inhale a few puffs of tobacco smoke” 

(29). The narrator notes that she is “grateful for his care” (29). She specifically attributes the 

cigarette to be “his,” rather than “a” or “the” cigarette, highlighting that the power still rests in 

his position. In this interaction with José, the cigarette is no longer “doped” or “out of reach,” but 

it is still not hers to own. As the progression of control shifts, the narrator is able to “inhale a few 

puffs of tobacco smoke,” but still without enjoying her own unlimited desires of smoking or her 

own cigarette she owns. This introduction of José’s cigarette correlates with the narrator’s bodily 

decay once she enters the asylum “as a cadaver” (17). She experiences a rebirth, a reclaiming of 

her autonomy as a woman despite external attempts by the doctors to subdue her. Still, her ability 

to inhale a couple of “puffs of tobacco smoke” counteracts her lack of physical/mental autonomy 

(29).  

As Leonora’s time in the asylum progresses and the narrator is allowed to go into the 

Down Below pavilion, she allows Frau Asegurado to enter by bringing her a tray “on which 

stood a glass of milk, biscuits, honey, and a cigarette of blond tobacco44: the food of the gods, 

which I savoured in ecstasy” (53). This is the first time a woman – a woman in a position of 

                                                 
43 This distinction holds a sexual connotation as well, as the cigarette could refer to male genitalia. Later on, the narrator 

describes her sexual interactions with José, when she “began desiring José” (62). She speaks of her own body “which was always 

burning hot” and how he would wipe her off “with a moist towel” (29). 

44 The “blond tobacco” the narrator refers to as the “food of gods,” is the mild, flue-cured tobacco used in cigarettes that was 

once thought to lead to higher risks of cancer (Elliot 200). 
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power – gives cigarettes to the narrator. In contrast to previous encounters, the cigarette 

presented is the narrator’s own, not owned by José, doped like Van Ghent’s, or out of reach like 

the gendarmes’. This cigarette, along with the other food brought to her, brings enough nutrients 

for both physical strength as well as control over her mental capabilities. It is presented, in 

rations, from a woman who takes on a disciple-like role as the narrator’s nurse. At this point in 

the memoir, the narrator has become more familiar with the dynamics of the hospital and is 

proud that she is finally able to make it to the Down Below pavilion. Leonora has come to the 

realization that she “was being put through purifying tortures” so that she could eventually 

“avenge…[peoples] for the persecutions they were being subject to” (45).   

 The last presentation of the cigarette is when the “pregnant young lady to whom [Don 

Luis] had to give an injection” “gave me a package of cigarettes” (58). After which, they left her 

“alone in a dark drawing room” (58). Despite the criticism of women’s equality and empowering 

societal positions, the significance of the pregnant, young lady giving the narrator a package of 

cigarettes is significant for numerous reasons. First, if we are to hold the assumption that the 

cigarette represents a token of power and control, the narrator not only gets her own cigarettes to 

own, but in contrast to the interactions with Frau Asegurado, the narrator now receives an entire 

pack. Then, she is left alone with these powerful tokens in a large room, removed from any 

supervision (read: patriarchal authority). She now wields this power. It is hers – and in a greater 

amount than she has experienced in the memoir.  

Second, a “pregnant, young lady” bestows upon her this token of power. The description 

possesses a three-fold significance: the pregnancy, the youth, and the combination of both. First, 

a pregnant woman symbolizes an imminent birth, a life cycle the narrator frequently alludes to 

throughout the novel. After all, Leonora’s corporeal transformations first take on a “death by 
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cadaver” and then evolve into a religious sacrifice and torture she believes is necessary to 

“regulate the conduct of the World” (46). Second, the youth of the woman parallels the narrator’s 

own youth, suggesting a sisterhood as well as an unfortunate similarity in experiences. After all, 

Don Luis plans on injecting the lady with what the narrator believes to be “an injection of 

Cardiazol” (58). Third, the depiction of the pregnant, young lady in 1940s Europe illustrates that 

she is single, or, at least alone when they visit her because the narrator does not mention a 

companion of any kind (Elliot 161). The youthful, pregnant woman may perhaps symbolize to 

the narrator a new generation of women at the brink of women empowerment. Perhaps for 

Leonora, the socially stigmatized pregnant woman without a companion will no longer hold a 

negative connotation, but rather emerge as the face of women’s reclaimed liberation45. For the 

narrator, this freedom could be introduced in the progression of the cigarette’s power as it moves 

hands from the men to rather women who embolden other women.  

 

                                                 
45 Carrington herself co-founded the Women’s Liberation Movement in Mexico in the 1970s. She frequently spoke about 

women's "legendary powers" and the need for women to take back "the rights that belonged to them" (Levy). 
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Chapter 3: Spiritual 

The narrator critiques the gendered dynamics of power when she casts herself as the 

missing feminine element of the Trinity (Orenstein 46). Similar to Christ who experienced 

various physical and mental punishments when he was nailed to the cross, Leonora sees her 

corporeal sacrifices as imperative in order to help the world recover from its political ailment. 

During her mission, she faces obstacles such as her mindless “zombies” and patriarchal 

spirituality.   

Zombies, Slaves, and the “thoughtless, fleshless robots” 

In order to liberate the world, Leonora realizes she must first defend her own cerebral 

facilities against foreign influences. Despite the various tumultuous events happening externally, 

including the “collapse of Belgium” and “the entry of the Germans in France,” Leonora explains 

that “I had no fear whatsoever within me…for I knew that I was not destined to die” (5). Leonora 

explains that “[f]or Catherine, the Germans meant rape” (6). However, she declares that she “was 

not afraid of that, I attached no importance to it” (6). Even though rape is a destruction of 

autonomy and a predominantly patriarchal tool, Leonora remains faithful to her claim throughout 

the memoir (McAra).  

For example, in Madrid, she comments on the fantastically dangerous ability of Van 

Ghent, “Jewish and somehow connected with the Nazi government,” to manipulate the people of 

Madrid (14). Leonora attempts to prove Van Ghent’s evil nature, but “not one of [the Requéte46 

officers] would accept [her conspiracies]” (13). Soon enough, she finds herself alone with a 

group of Requéte officers who forcefully push her into a car. After they arrive at a house, the 

                                                 
46 Requéte officers were Carlist party officers, serving as Franco’s national troops (Chadwick 39). 
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officers “threw me onto a bed, and after tearing my clothes raped me one after the other” (14). 

After she put up a fight, “they finally grew tired and let me get up” (14). Leonora mentions how 

she “saw one of them open my bag and remove all its contents,” suggesting that her priority and 

attention is still focused on the political ramifications of Van Ghent’s power, rather than the rape 

that just occurred (Orenstein 36). Her focus on the political wellbeing of Madrid and the greater 

Western Europe is interesting because in this short passage, the rape seems like it means little to 

nothing to her, particularly compared to her other longer recounts of physically gruesome events. 

If anything, it seemed more like a distraction from her greater goal to “liberate Madrid” (19). 

This sexual assault encounter is described mechanically, in contrast with the detail-oriented 

account of her convulsive treatments and cerebral penetration in the asylum. Rather than an 

harrowing recount similar to that of “the Great Epileptic Ailment” in which she was “convulsed, 

pitiably hideous…[with] grimaces repeated all over my body,” her mechanical description of the 

rape suggests her own fragmentation of the selves (Chadwick 42, Carrington 40).  

After Leonora finds her way home to the hotel late at night, she calls Van Ghent, not to 

report the officers, but rather thinking that “my story would change his attitude towards the 

people of the earth” (14). Although it is also quite possible she would want to repress this 

scarring event emotionally, Leonora comprehensively details other processes of bodily 

degradation and humiliation, so it is more likely that this cursory mention of her rape tends more 

to her fear of “thoughtless, fleshless robots" rather than emotional repression (Chadwick 40). The 

“robots” refer not only to the increasing industrialization of the 1940s, but also to the 

dehumanization that took place during both World War I and World War II (Mileaf 23). The 

Great War saw the rise of modern weapons such as airplanes, tanks and submarines, resulting in 

a war with an unprecedented number of deaths (Mileaf 23). For Leonora, the panic that arises 
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from robots stems not necessarily from machines or weapons of mass destruction, but rather the 

humans who become mindlessly entranced by propaganda without acknowledging their own 

individual analysis and critique (i.e., “thoughtless, fleshless beings”). They follow the masses 

and become a puppeteer to the larger movements as they lose their own citizenship to the human 

race.  

In encounters with Van Ghent, Leonora states that she sees the regression of people 

turning into puppets. She sees the hypnotizing power of Van Ghent’s eyes when she sits by him 

“on a cafe terrace watching the people of Madrid passing by. I felt that they were being 

manipulated by his eyes” (13). This deception of one’s most internal operations terrifies Leonora 

(Crawford). The piercing power of Van Ghent’s eyes convinces the narrator that he is the one 

“who had hypnotized47 Madrid, its men and its traffic, he who turned the people into zombies 

and scattered anguish like pieces of poisoned candy in order to make slaves of all” (14). Her 

emphasis on Van Ghent’s eyes draws a religious allusion to the All-Seeing Eye of God48. This 

All-Seeing Eye gained prominence as Christianity spread, used as a representation of God’s eye 

watching over the deeds of humanity. However, rather than simply watching the people around 

him, Van Ghent has crossed the threshold of omnipresence into corruption as he interferes 

directly with their ability to act out self-authority and regulation. Criticized as a figure capable of 

godly, yet “nefarious” powers, Van Ghent become “my father, my enemy, and the enemy of 

mankind” (15).   

                                                 
47 According to the British Medical Journal published in 1892, “hypnosis” suggests an altered state of mind, including different 

stages of attention from a “slight degree of drowsiness to deep trance” (McAra).   

48 See “A Brief Look at Eye Symbolism” for more on the symbolism of the eye. 
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In association with the robot, the zombie49 represents the dehumanizing effect of war and 

the overall destruction of artistic potential and political life (Lusty 349). The zombies themselves 

hover in a state of religious and social limbo: they are neither truly alive, nor are they truly dead. 

In many ways, they are complacent, simply existing within the status quo without any initiative 

or ability to change it if they wanted to. “Zombie” was also used as an opprobrious nickname50 to 

describe disdained Canadian men conscripted for home defense during World War II. Relating to 

the “zombies” of Madrid, it is possible Leonora is not only condemning Van Ghent’s trespass of 

individual freedoms, but also criticizing them as complacent people afraid of resistance. 

Affiliated with the automaton, Freud and Surrealism’s archetypal figure of the uncanny, the 

robot and zombie haunt our narrator, acting as a thread connecting her internal psychosis with 

the political derangement of the external world (Lusty 349).  

Driving Carrington’s novel is a fear of conformity, institutionalization, and a loss of 

individuality (Hoff 92). The narrator experiences brutalizing infantilization51 in the psychiatric 

hospital that mirrors external societal desecration. Leonora remains fearful of these complacent 

creatures, but she herself experiences the threat of cerebral conquest. During the asylum, she 

note that feeling “possessed by Don Luis’s mind…penetrated by all of this as by a foreign 

body…This was torture” (33). Her description of Don Luis’s thoughts, including his “vast and 

                                                 
49 The word “zombie” refers to a “dull, apathetic, or slow-witted person,” the colloquial use of the word meant to disparage49 

("zombie, n."). 

50 In 1940, there was a huge controversy over conscription of Canadian soldiers into the Western Front. For the soldiers who 

refused to volunteer, they were called “Zombies” because they were soldiers who would not fight in the war, making them 

similar to reanimated corpses from Haitian mythology who were neither alive or dead, but somewhere in between (Crawford).  

51 Her Spanish doctor Luis Morales was later questioned whether “her diagnoses by the conventional Catholic doctors were 

influenced by her ‘Surrealist’ world-view, which stressed a disturbing belief in the magical, primitive, illogical, and rejected 

notions of a noble humanity and of civilization in general (Aberth 46). Morales conceded that it was possible Carrington was 

“actually sane in her adaptation to society as it was at that time,” particularly for a Surrealist who subscribed to mystical 

connections between the personal body and the political world (Aberth 47).  
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immense desire to crush the Universe” is reminiscent of some sort of mental rape. This torture 

causes her to feel like she “was penetrated by [Don Luis’s thoughts] as by a foreign body” (33). 

In contrast to the narrator’s description of her physical rape by the Requéte officers, this 

penetration of Don Luis’s thoughts reflects more of a mental rape, one that seems to affect her 

much more so than the other encounter. 

Madrid, the Kingdom 

While she is in the car travelling from Andorra to Spain, Leonora sees the “trucks with 

legs and arms dangling behind them” (8). She realizes this fragmentation of limbs “were people 

who had been killed by the Germans” (8). The road “was lined with rows of coffins,” and 

everything “stank of death” (8). After stopping in Andorra temporarily before finally making it 

into Spain, the narrator sees her entrance (after three tries with the bureaucratic visa process) as a 

small rebirth. When she reaches Spain, which “represented for me Discovery,” Leonora reports 

her surprise at the condition of her “kingdom” (6): 

I was quite overwhelmed by my entry into Spain: I thought it was my kingdom; that the 

red earth was the dried blood of the Civil War. I was choked by the dead, by their thick 

presence in that lacerated countryside. I was in a great state of exaltation when we arrived 

in Barcelona that evening, convinced that we had to reach Madrid as speedily as possible. 

(11) 

When the narrator finally crosses the border between Spain and Andorra, the image that lies in 

front of her is bloody, a blunt reminder of the larger reality of the Spanish Civil War that had 

wreaked havoc in Spain.. Man’s violence and innate need to climb an arbitrary social ladder has 

corrupted the authentic integrity of the earth. As the blood spilled results from the clashing of 

ideologies and human bestiality, the overwhelming amount of red also reminds us of human 
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mortality (Caws). Leonora characterizes her initial entrance into Spain in a sharp tone, using 

words such as “lacerated52” and “choked53” to underscore the intense physical impediment that 

has ransacked the now fascist country. She claims this nation as her kingdom, as a realm under 

which she exercises spiritual sovereignty as a protector of the space and its people. It is certainly 

possible to argue the religious connotation of her description of Spain as her kingdom. Similar to 

Christ, who came down to Earth and saw the proliferation of man’s sins, Leonora casts herself as 

a Christ-like savior who enters into this territory and laments the tangible vestiges of man’s 

violence and degradation of one another54 (Orenstein 51). Throughout her experiences with the 

hypnotic dominance of Van Ghent, Leonora becomes further convinced that she is the savior the 

world needs. Once she “vanquishes” Van Ghent, his termination will put a stop to the war. Once 

they all “believe in our metaphysical force and divide it among all human beings,” then everyone 

would follow suit in a glorious liberation (16). Similar to previous experiences prior to being 

admitted into the asylum, this entrance also foreshadows the emotional ravaging and torture 

Leonora undergoes in order to absolve her “kingdom” of its sins. Here, we begin to see how the 

gore and brutality of the external world begins to influence Leonora’s own capabilities to 

function. 

 When Leonora is at the Hotel Roma in Madrid after realizing the need to “vanquish Van 

Ghent,” she establishes her omnipresence and a cosmic transcendence of cultural barriers. That is, 

as an Englishwoman sitting in the lobby of a Spanish hotel, Leonora mentions that she could 

                                                 
52 Defined medically, laceration occurs from strongly incensed violations and destructions of a corpus, through methods such as 

“torment, torture, ravaging” and to destroy with “deep irregular incisions” (11). 

53 “Choked,” an action that deprives of breath, power of speech, or command of one’s faculties, obstructs human faculties 

("choked, adj."). 

54 The beginning of Leonora’s psychosis is signaled by a disintegration of her self’s boundaries and the fusion of her body and 

the world (Lusty 345).  
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understand the voices as vibrations. These vibrations allow her to perceive “the attitude of each 

towards life, his degree of power, and the kindness or malevolence towards me” (20). Similar to 

a bat using echolocation, Leonora suggests a transcendental ability to understand language 

beyond “rational terms or words,” but rather in its natural and spiritual significance that still give 

her “a perfect answer” (20). Her ability to absorb and perceive so much information from 

strangers invokes the characterization of the omnipresent savior55, similar to Christ’s ability to 

“know” without adhering to humans’ corporeal restrictions (Orenstein 58). Leonora also 

establishes her omnipotence when she looks into the eyes of the people surrounding her and 

immediately knows “the masters and the slaves and the (few) free men” (20). Her ability to 

discern everyone’s internal state leads her to exalt her own ability to remain free: 

I worshipped myself in such moments. I worshipped myself because I saw myself 

complete – I was all, all was in me; I rejoiced at seeing my eyes become miraculously 

solar systems, kindled by their own light; my movements, a vast and free dance…my 

intestines, which vibrated in accord with Madrid’s painful digestion, satisfied me just as 

much. (20) 

In this passage, Leonora apprehends her own strength in being able to discern between those who 

are unaware they are beholden to the hypnotic power of Van Ghent and the (few) free men who 

have yet to fall into the trap. As she views the various stratified groups of people, Leonora 

“worships” herself because she determines that she is not a part of the political brainwashing. 

She believes herself to be above the mechanics of corporeal subjugation, leading to her self-

praise and unbridled joy. Leonora also ascribes individual parts of her body to constitute the 

                                                 
55 Job 34:21: "For His eyes are upon the ways of a man, And He sees all his steps.” 
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larger solar system, suggesting a celestial importance to her ability to persevere despite all the 

“red earth” that has choked her “kingdom” (11). Eyes hold a power to “deliver me at last of my 

father” and “to make peace on earth” (21). As her eyes become solar systems, perhaps she sees 

herself being able to hold together the intricate workings of all these different bodies through her 

own gravitational force. The light itself no longer stems from the sun, but rather it is her eyes that 

kindle the vision. Her own internal peace resonates and “vibrates” accordingly with “Madrid’s 

painful digestion,” but rather than bringing about a bleakness, it actually brings Leonora 

satisfaction. 

Abajo 

In the asylum, even when Leonora experiences tumultuous interruptions in her proposed 

omnipresence and omnipotence, she begins to reason that her convulsive “treatments” are 

essential to follow out her mission of liberating the world. Through a “dint of divination,” 

Leonora learns that “the world was congealed” (33). Rather than simply having to vanquish Van 

Ghent, Leonora realizes she must also “vanquish the Moraleses and the Van Ghents in order to 

set [the world] in motion again” (33). While caged in the asylum, Leonora recognizes a potential 

ability to carry out her mission of “un-jamming” the world through the Down Below pavilion:  

I had heard about several pavilions, the largest one was very luxurious, like a hotel, with 

telephones and unbarred windows; it was called Abajo (Down Below), and people lived 

there very happily. To reach that paradise, it was necessary to resort to mysterious means 

which I believed were the divination of the Whole Truth. (35) 

In this pavilion, Leonora describes the largest one as a place where people would want to live, 

with the ability to contact the outside world (i.e., through telephones) and the constant change of 

freedom with the unbarred windows. Abajo in Spanish means “Beneath” when translated strictly, 
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but the notion of “down below” suggests the inversion of both religious and gender 

constructions56. For example, the narrator calls Down Below a paradise57, which is quite the 

opposite in biblical terms. It is “the Earth, the Real World, Paradise, Eden, Jerusalem” (44). Even 

though the title echoes mythological and literary descents into hell, the depths have actually 

become a “safe place, a sanctuary within the grounds of the asylum, where the writer dreams of 

going because there the horrific treatments will stop” (Carrington xxiv). As Orenstein explains, it 

is “only in this underworld or underground that she has the illuminated vision of the female 

aspect of the Deity. Naturally, she is persecuted by the medical staff for her ‘Goddess” vision” 

(Orenstein 334). Leonora then encounters a gypsy who lives in Down Below, who explains that 

she cannot take Leonora to this “delightful” place because she is “not well enough to go there,” 

yet (38). Besides holding significant religious authority, Down Below also symbolizes the ability 

for Leonora to regain lucidity and realize she could be sane.  

As her duration in the asylum progresses, Leonora asserts herself as the missing 

component of the Holy Trinity: “Later, with full lucidity, I would go to Down Below, as the third 

person of the Trinity. I felt that, through the agency of the Sun, I was an androgyne, the Moon, 

the Holy Ghost, a gypsy, an acrobat, Leonora Carrington, and a woman” (45). She casts herself 

as the third member of the Trinity, a reclaiming of not only her own spiritual authority, but also 

                                                 
56 The concept of “down below” itself seems to be a reference to female sexuality, a lionized and objectified token in surrealism, 

that Leonora may be subtly satirizing (Fox).  

57 The title of the novel itself, Down Below, invokes “Nadja’s visions of the Paris underground and her imagined role in the 

revolution” (Lusty 342). Carrington names one of the pavilions in the asylum in Santander ‘down below,” characterizing the 

“surrealist idealization of otherness” as she draws on Nadja’s ideas of the “underground” tradition, the notion that Surrealism 

exists as a subversive and counter movement designed to question the traditional frames of knowledge and Reason (Hertz 86).  
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an inversion of creating the world in a woman’s image, rather than the patriarchal and male-

dominated Christian God58.  

In the mythological sense, androgyne refers to “the original form of human, supposed to 

exist before the division of humanity into sexes and to encompass the nature and characteristic of 

both sexes” (Chadwick 40). The concept of the Androgyne also appeared in Carrington’s own 

life. Leonor Fini, a contemporary artist who was close friends with Carrington and surrealists, 

often painted women who were bald because she leaned towards the ideal of the Androgyne. Fini, 

who emphasized her autonomy from the surrealist “boy’s club,” leaned towards the ideal of the 

Androgyne59, the idea of a world that does not worship virility (Orenstein 36). As a close friend 

to Carrington, Fini acted as a precursor to women’s movement by delving into the gendered 

psyche and revealing that individual autonomy can enhance a woman’s ability to maximize her 

creative potential (Orenstein 36).  

Leonora comes to the realization that “I was being put through purifying tortures so that I 

might attain Absolute Knowledge,” a proposition that deems herself the unification of all cosmic 

divides This reunification of genders – and subsequently, gendered roles – wipes the slate clean 

for patriarchal versus matriarchal power (Lusty 357). This proclamation is further reinforced 

when Leonora mentions she is the Moon, which for her, the “‘moon cycle, my menstrual period, 

had stopped’” (49). The moon, which has often been worshipped as a god and its white light 

taken as a symbol of coldness of chastity, carried both a feminine and masculine personification 

                                                 
58 Christianity’s deification of the male as the Almighty Creator and subjugation of the woman as caretaker and virgin fuels the 

propagation of a patriarchal society. Carrington’s madness, as defined by male surrealists, can instead be reinterpreted as a 

vivacious mission to “restore woman to her rightful place in our religious and human systems” (Orenstein 62). 

59 Regarding her painting Le Fait Accompli, where “in a café full of girls the outline of a man is drawn on the ground in chalk in 

the same way that police mark out the position of a dead body,” Fini says: “It is in this outline that the witch rebels against all the 

social opacity of men. I am in favor of a world where there is little or no sex distinction” (Orenstein 36).  
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in mythology60. When she was in Madrid, Leonora notes that she “ceased menstruating at that 

time…transforming my blood into comprehensive energy – masculine and feminine,” once again 

underscoring the reunification of humanity before it was split into genders (21). She also notes 

that her menstruation functions did not reappear but three months later when she was in 

Santander. Leonora expresses her identification as “a woman” and as “Leonora Carrington,” but 

she realizes her restoration of power has traditionally been perceived as a “masculine” trait (45). 

Microscopic knowledge, metaphorically gendered as a ‘woman,’ is missing in the divine format 

of the world. It recalls Carrington’s own sense of powerlessness as a young woman, one in which 

Breton, “Christlike as the self-professed leader of the surrealist revolution,” seeps the woman’s 

narrative on madness (Lusty 351). In Down Below, Carrington replaces the fetishized image of 

female hysteria with a microscopic ‘over-detailed’ representation of psychosis, as determined by 

her (Lusty 351). 

The narrator’s incorporation of “gypsy” and “acrobat” reference her earlier encounter 

with Angelita, the gypsy61 who first introduces her to Down Below. Gypsies, who are of Hindu 

origin and appeared in England near the beginning of the 1500s, bears a socially contemptuous 

reputation; a woman described as a gypsy could be interpreted as cunning or deceitful (Levy). 

Rather than conforming to traditional restrictions of gender roles, these gypsies are manipulative, 

similar to the femme-fatale (Orenstein 70). For Leonora, rather than conforming to the surrealist 

ideals of the femme-enfant, she instead rebels against those ideals, instead fighting for her own 

independent entity as an artist and as a human. Additionally, Carrington’s own maternal name, 

                                                 
60 Since the disappearance of the grammatical genders of Old English, in which mōna was masculine, the feminine pronoun has 

very commonly been used in referring to the moon, even when no personification is intended (though the neuter pronoun now 

occurs with increasing frequency), esp. in poetry. (“Corpus (n).”) 

61 The gypsy is also thought to come from Egypt, which in Down Below Leonora ascribes to Villa Covadonga, the pavilion for 

“the dangerously and incurably insane” (24). The Down Below pavilion is Jerusalem, her safe refuge.  
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“Moorhead,” is a Gypsy name. She herself “preferred to ignore the rich side of her background” 

and instead, was proud to recall her “easygoing,” maternal heritage (Carrington xvii). 

Leonora re-establishes an equality she sees between the Man and the Woman, one in 

which she holds a power as the third component of the Trinity: “…I was she who revealed 

religions and bore on her shoulders the freedom and the sins of the earth changed into 

Knowledge, the union of Man and Woman with God and the Cosmos, all equal between them” 

(45). Since the first Cardiazol injection until this revelation, Leonora had acknowledged her 

weakness and inability to carry out change. However, in this environment, in the Sun Room in 

which she believes “I was being put through purifying tortures” to avenge people’s suffering, 

Leonora once again accepts her role in shouldering the situational issues of the earth. She 

realizes that the Trinity had become complete, not only because “Christ was dead and done for,” 

but also because it lacked the necessary involvement of “a woman and microscopic knowledge.” 

This microscopic knowledge refers back to her beginning notion of the “microscope,” which she 

had designated as “the Left” and symbolized feminine energy. This references the notion of the 

egg and her spiel before Leonora is admitted into the asylum:  

The lump on my left thigh no longer seemed to form part of my body and became a sun 

on the left side of the moon; all my dances and gyrations in the Sun Room used that lump 

as a pivot. It was no longer painful, for I felt integrated into the Sun. My hands, Eve (the 

left one) and Adam (the right one), understood each other… (45) 

The lump on her left thigh refers to the artificial abscess that Mercedes had induced in her, a 

reminder of the pain and immense paralysis of her body, transforms into less of a physical 

impediment. Instead, it “became a sun on the left side of the moon” (Favre 95). The sun, which is 
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traditionally associated with the feminine, has become a part of the moon, a traditionally 

masculine symbol. This integration of both suggests a further union of genders, in which the 

lump evolves into “a pivot.” The lump, which was induced through forceful means and after 

which Leonora promises to herself “I would remain watchful day and night, that I would never 

sleep and would protect my consciousness,” transitions into a celestial significance (34). The 

pain has faded, and instead, her body seems to have all reconvened in a full gesture of unity. 

Leonora refers to her hands in laterality, the left – which she has attributed to femininity in Down 

Below – to Eve and the right – masculinity – to Adam (Bennett 179).  

When Leonora is forced to undergo epileptic convulsions, Leonora describes these 

spasms almost as revelations she must encounter in order to act out her role as the savior of 

Western Europe. . As a “Celtic and Saxon Aryan,” Leonora believes she is “undergoing my 

sufferings to avenge [those whom Fascism and Nazism have persecuted] for the persecutions 

they were being subjected to” (45). Leonora adamantly rejects the first injection of Cardiazol, 

explaining that she “was going to leave for Down Below and that I would not allow an injection 

to be given to me under any pretext” (39). Despite her vehement objections, her room is 

bombarded by other staff and then she sees the “centre of all eyes fixed upon me in a ghastly 

stare” (40). Here, we begin to see Leonora’s persistent fear that she is instead becoming 

destructive rather than constructive in liberating the world. The convulsion itself sends her a 

“bottom of that well” that constitutes “the stopping of my mind for all eternity in the essence of 

utter anguish” (40). During this time, she experienced “a convulsion of my vital centre,” one that 

causes her to howl: 

I don’t want…I don’t want this unclean force. I would like to set you free but I won’t be 

able to do so, because this astronomical force will destroy me if I don’t crush you 
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all…all…all. I must destroy you together with the whole world, because it is growing…it 

is growing, and the universe is not big enough for such need of destruction. I am growing. 

I am growing…and I am afraid, because nothing will be left to destroy. (40) 

The narrator explains how she “would sink again into panic, as if my prayer had been heard” 

(40). Her use of the word “prayer” here once again is used in a method of religious inversion. 

The panic of destroying the world becomes the only possibility for her as she reaches her 

humanly limits, forced to understand that she can’t go any farther. After her “Great Epileptic 

Ailment,” Leonora realizes her condition had lasted for at least ten minutes. To show for that, 

Leonora’s “grimaces were repeated all over my body” (40).  

As part of her belief of religious beliefs, the narrator sees herself as the center, the crux 

through which the universe around her rotates and whose mechanical and spiritual matters 

depend on her survival. While she continues to decay spiritually in the asylum, Leonora begins 

to find several sources of celestial rejuvenation. For example, when she is led into the Sun Room, 

Leonora affirms that here in this room, she “was rid of all my familiar objects which, belonging 

to my troubled and emotional past” (44). Instead, here she “was alone and naked, with my bed 

sheet and the sun…[where she] had found what was essential to solving the problem of Myself in 

relation to the Sun.” (40) After her third dose of Cardiazol, Leonora regains lucidity, realizing 

the objects she had relied on so much spiritually no longer held the spiritual significance she 

once thought they held. Instead, she speaks to a man who unmasks the reality for her:  

And I learned that Cardiazol was a simple injection and not an effect of hypnotism; that 

Don Luis was not a sorcerer but a scoundrel; that Covadonga and Amachu and Down 

Below were not Egypt, China, and Jerusalem, but pavilions for the insane and that I 
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should get out as quickly as possible. He “demystified” the mystery which had enveloped 

me and which they all seemed to take pleasure in deepening around me. (62) 
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Conclusion 

Off to Mexico 

After Carrington was released from the asylum, she was taken by her “keeper” (as 

arranged by her family) to Portugal. She escaped her family’s plan to ship her off to an 

institution in South Africa by marrying Renato Leduc, a Mexican diplomat stationed in Lisbon, 

Portugal (Carrington xxvii). In Lisbon, Carrington and Ernst met once again. This time, Ernst 

was with Peggy Guggenheim, an American art collector who championed artists from the Dada, 

Surrealist, and Abstract Expressionist movements (Carrington xx). For Guggenheim, Ernst’s 

clear attachment to Carrington caused Guggenheim great pain (Carrington xxi). Still, she offered 

to pay for Carrington’s passage to New York, but Carrington turned her down. Leduc and 

Carrington sailed to New York before moving to Mexico in 1942, where the socialist 

government had offered citizenship to any refugees from Fascism (Carrington xxii).  

 Although it had been difficult to secure her place, that is, a woman’s place, in surrealism, 

the fleeing of numerous artists to Mexico City proved essential to Carrington’s progression as an 

artist (Crawford). In Mexico, Carrington encountered a culture in which beliefs of the indigenous 

peoples fused with the imposed Catholicism from conquistadores and missionaries (Lusty 328). 

She gained insight into various other types of religious and ritualistic practices, ideas that shaped 

her future work. “All religions are real,” Carrington once said. “But you have to go through your 

own channels – you might meet the Egyptians, you might meet the Voodoos, but in order to keep 

some kind of equilibrium, it has to feel authentic to you” (Carrington xxxii).  
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 In Mexico City, Carrington tapped into her evolved feminine artistic authority and 

autonomy with Remedios Varo62 as her artistic partner. Together, they capitalized on their 

feminist spirit of inquiry, writing and exploring and fueling insatiable curiosity. Later on, 

Carrington would be heavily involved in the Women’s Liberation Movement63 in Mexico City 

that took place during the 1970s. She would design the seminal poster for the movement (Fig. 3), 

one in which she rejected the traditional biblical interpretation of Eve as born of Adam; in this 

tale, the woman’s procreative authority remains inferior to man. Instead, Carrington drew on the 

prominent independent woman evident throughout her works and depicts the rising of a new 

women or the Goddess resurrected (Orenstein 42). Rather than reconfigure a feminine element as 

part of the Holy Trinity as she did during her time in the Spanish asylum, Carrington constructed 

a separate realm that elevated the woman’s spiritual power in its own right.  

The Body is History 

Like male surrealists, Carrington rebelled against social conventions, but her defiance 

took on a form that did not emphasize the Freudian concepts of sexual repression and violence 

(Levy). Rather, she breathed life into worlds of mystical and fantastical significance, worlds in 

which the only way for humanity to progress was to carve out an equitable space for women. 

Scholars like Janice Helland argue that although Carrington subtly rebelled against the patriarchy 

in her own distinct manner by “offering women a visual statement of female mythic origins,” she 

still uses male-dominated language that finds its roots in Surrealist and Jungian rhetoric64. Still, 

                                                 
62 See Caws for more information on Varos and Carrington’s partnership. 

63 In the 1970s, urban, middle-class women began to question women's lack of opportunity in the decision-making process at the 

political, economic, and social stratum of Mexican society. This wave of feminism concentrated on the decriminalization of 

abortion, vindication of female sexuality, and the end of violent sexual abuse (Fowler-Salamini). 

64 Two of Carrington’s largest sources of inspiration, Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung and English poet Robert Graves, have been 

criticized by scholars on feminism as recognizing female power only in the abstract, as an archetype or muse to enhance the 

patriarchy. That is, female power can only be accepted if it does not significantly displace the patriarchal power (Helland 60).  
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Carrington’s “commitment to linking psychic freedom with a specifically feminist political 

consciousness” seats her in a unique place in Surrealism (Chadwick 43).  

When Breton wrote his 1924 Surrealist Manifesto, he evoked the woman as an entity that 

disrupts the male subject, one that allows him to access what he deemed “the marvelous” (Hertz). 

Breton ascribes to the idea that women have a special relationship to madness and the capacity to 

illuminate it. Thus, Carrington’s ability to “traverse these shores [of logic] at will” became her 

saving grace in Breton’s eyes. However, instead of recreating the femme-folle from a removed 

perspective like Breton does in Nadja, Carrington utilizes her unique experience in the 

sanatorium to present her experience65. As Katharine Conley in Automatic Woman notes, 

Carrington remains “in conversation” with Breton’s Nadja during the execution of Down Below 

(Conley). While Nadja provided the stereotypical expectation of the woman as an abstractly 

touted symbol of surrealism ideal, Down Below confronts the romanticized ideals of both mental 

illness and women. Carrington forces herself and surrealism to confront femininity not as an 

idealized concept, but rather as a concrete exploration of a person’s self-expression.  

As an external locus where National Socialist fervor ran rampant and genocidal legacies 

ossified, the world conforms to the paranoia Leonora incurs in Down Below. The plight of 

millions of people who were chained and objectified due to their identity (e.g. Jewish peoples) 

mirrored Leonora’s internal flurry in the psychiatric hospital. Leonora starkly redefines her own 

narrative. In doing so, Leonora the character reinforces the strength of Carrington’s own story, 

one that exists as an indomitable work in itself while combating the patriarchal and politically 

                                                 
65 “…while the images of the Femme-Enfant and the Femme-Fatale were predominant in the art of male surrealists, the works of 

Leonora Carrington, Remedios Varo, Frida Kahlo, Kay Sage et al. generally portrayed women as subjects rather than as objects, 

and in figures such as the Alchemist, the Magician, the Goddess, the Artist, the Explorer, the Scientist, and the Shaman – all 

metaphors, of creation and exploration, all images of women as mature, active, and intelligent creators.” (Orenstein 332) 

file:///C:/Users/Laura%20Zhang/Downloads/The_Methodology_of_the_Marvelo.pdf
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violent infrastructure of the contemporary society. Referring to Breton’s own fear that surrealism 

started becoming more and more apolitical and anachronistic, Carrington radically confronts the 

impression that history can function independently of each of its individual subjects. It’s not only 

Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin, and Franco engineering political ripples throughout the continent, but 

also individual citizens who adopt the responsibility of history. The body is no longer a means of 

reaching a certain ideal, but rather itself transforms into the site of breakthrough. Carrington’s 

recount of her own intimate corporeal transitions that occur alongside the external political 

bodies combats Breton and other surrealists’ impression of the body (read: female body) as a 

temporary medium to reach another destination. The body now is the destination, where all the 

utmost beauty is found.  

A Woman’s Madness 

 Women’s madness as a theme pervades throughout Western literature. Cases such as 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper, The Madwoman in the Attic drawing on 

Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, and Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar wrestle with a woman telling her 

narrative of being mentally ill (Hoff 96). Historically, those who incarcerate mentally ill women 

gave no rationale for treatment, provided little or no information regarding medicinal risks, nor 

did they ask for treatment consent (Hoff 97). When (if) the women leave the hospital, their 

testimonies remain under great scrutiny (Hoff 97). In Down Below, Carrington consistently 

describes her physical absorption of political and external duress. I wonder then, how did women 

of color create their power in a system that not only stratifies them based on misogyny, but also 

on issues of colorism, racism, and homophobia?  

Throughout history, men have dominated the dialogue. As a result, scholars have failed to 

celebrate and study the works of women artists as closely and faithfully as those of the men 
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artists (Hoff 91). With various male Surrealists claiming to undergo automatism and reach the 

border of “the marvelous,” their assertions do not receive the same amount of scrutiny over 

factual authenticity that Carrington’s work has experienced in the literary arena (Orenstein 56). 

Hoff cautions against doubting the factual narrative of Down Below as a memoir because it 

undermines the atrocities Carrington experienced: 

Carrington’s work shows another side to madness, stripping it of any vestiges of romance. 

A madwoman is not freed from societal constraints, genius incarnate; she is neither 

passion nor beauty embodied. She is disempowered, imprisoned, and ‘cured’ against her 

will. We would re-mystify her text if we assumed its details invented. We would 

perpetuate the ‘morbid mystique’ of madness if we remained willfully ignorant of 

Cardiazol treatment after all that Carrington reveals about it. (Hoff 97) 

Further points of research could delve into the way these works revolve around the narration of 

these women’s own stories, as well as what level of escape they were attempting to find. As 

scholars unravel the complexity of the unconscious and mental illness portrayed in literature, it is 

crucial to proactively remember the socially embedded tendencies of the gendered 

unconsciousness. As we begin to invest in recovery projects of women artists who have 

traditionally been forgotten in history, we must also acknowledge the external agents that 

influence all women. Many women artists and writers, especially those inflicted with mental 

conditions, are attempting to escape. For scholars, the interesting question to ask becomes: from 

what?  
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Fig. 2. The Oval Lady by Leonora Carrington, 1942 from: “La Mujer En La Obra De Leonora Carrington.” Time Out 

Ciudad De México, 8 May 2017, www.timeoutmexico.mx/ciudad-de-mexico/arte/la-mujer-en-la-obra-de-leonora-

carrington. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Self Portrait by Carrington, ca 1937-38 from: “Leonora Carrington | Self-Portrait | The Met.” The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, I.e. The Met Museum, www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/492697. 

 

http://www.timeoutmexico.mx/ciudad-de-mexico/arte/la-mujer-en-la-obra-de-leonora-carrington
http://www.timeoutmexico.mx/ciudad-de-mexico/arte/la-mujer-en-la-obra-de-leonora-carrington
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Fig. 4. Mujeres Conciencia by Carrington, 1973 from: Orenstein, Gloria. “Veteran Feminists of America.” VFA 

Fabulous Feminist, www.veteranfeministsofamerica.org/legacy/Gloria%20Orenstein.htm. 
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